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. ' The attempt -to generaliz'e the ,t·heor·y of consumer 
.J: 
· ··.·behavior-has lead ~.Q the intrqtjuction .'of _.prices. int~ t·he :., · ... :. 
. .- ,··· . . )- ' . .--· .. . , ·_ .. , .. 
. . ,. . . . .. ,· . .' 
utility function~ This·. 1;1otion ,tvas originally· :the.orized. by 
. 
. - . . 
/'. 
\eter J. K~1~an in his· paper "Theory of Co~sumer BehaV~o:t ..•..... 
,. 
.,, . ~ 
·' 
When Prices Enter .the Utilit:y Function''. The· de1nand 
.. 
. . 
functions of th~ tr~difional theory of consu~ei behavior 
··-·•"-




functions are not in general homogeneous of degree z-ero. in . ~-·· .. ,·, 
all prices arid. money inc·ome, .. · therefore he-. isola·tes .. thos·e. 
. .. -~ 
. " 
which 'are homogeneous of degree zer9 and imposes restric-~; 
\ 
. ' 
~ __ .......... 1, 
tions on .the. uti~ity functions. t.-o guarantee"' thi·s homogeneity o 
···:·:····:This paper is an ~xtension of Kalman's idea~ to consider 
. the .. ca·s e when. the consumer! s 'money-income cons.traint is' .not 
p ~-
an equality. The results· r~~rding the homog-ene.ity of the ~ 




- ~ ~ 
· demand-· functions are··· very simi·lar t"o .. those· of K·alman~ 
.; . 
' ' 
. · ,· In Chap~er III, . ti~e dependent" utility functions:··are 
. ' . 
. ---~eons·iae-red. · ·,Here, we allow. the goods market ·and the pond 
. . 
-· - - ·market· to interact.· 
,. ' . 
Sim{l.ar· to· t.he sta-tic case, .. we, .. con .... 
I 
- . . . . I, :_ 
. 
. . - . -i . '. . - • . . . . 
·:--_-·.· -'·.sider the effects ·-.o·f: changes. in pr-ices ·or income upon •t'he' 
. . . - - ·~ ' . 
. . . 
"'-- < 
.,. . 
. equ_il,,igriUm level. Of ,th.e C·_9"t:}SUil1er Is· lifetime OQilSUmption. 
' f t, ~--\ I " • t' 
.,' 
·i' --~ -. 
" 
}, . ; 
! .·,;,. 
.. . 
. _ ... ,_ .. ~:......---·-···· · ...... .., . . 
. . 
~ .. -~- .. 
. .;, .. :.. ..... ~-· 
~ ...... J . 
. , .-- . "'-
. ,_;, ,·, ., .i.,-.. ·• ·,~,n,,\,•~·' '· · \·,,,, .,,, .. -., 
• I ~-
,1 • ....,. 
' ·. ), . 
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~-:. . ' 
INTRODUCTION 
_.1',l.is pa per is · an· ex tens ion .of- the theory· of consumer 
.,, . i;i 
. . . 
-behavior to cover· ·situat·ions i·n· which prices. enter -the 
' 
consumer's·· utility function~ · The tr_aditi.onal theory of . 
., . • • ... 
-- - Q 
' 
'" . ~ 
consumer behav·ior was .not· general enough to incltioe: the 
. 
. 
. ' possi_bility of the existence ·of demand fun~tions that are 
.. 
not homogeneous of degree zero iri .all price·s .. _and money 
·\ 
income. The ~exi~ftence 1of non-h_omogeneous demand func.ti.ons 
was discovered. by Professor Marschak i11: his empirical 
. . 
s~_udy ·of the market fo.r meat ( 9, .. P· 40-48] o . An analysis~ . 
. 
of this ·behavior was fir.st . made by -Peter J .. ~- · Kalman ( l-, 
. . 
p. ,497-509]. Kalman isolat.ed a class· of util-ity f~nctions 
' : 
I 
..... ' I.. 
• • 
that was riec~ssary and .suffitient for-the exjstence of 
/ 
demand functions that -were- homogeneou·s of .. de·gree zero-- in 
all prices ~nd- money iricomeo . Kalman then develdped theorems 
on "substituable" and. "complerilentary'' commodities that were 
' . 
~not in·general, valid for the. traditional t~eory pf consumer 
behavior. . . ' ..• ·- , .. 
· . Equilibr-ium is a ·maj o:i; co~,~-~;.!1 ...... 2 .. ;.J~~b.!!l_c!_P' s paper. · __ ._ ··· 
. '. ,; . . . ' . v' ,r Jt ".l' • ' ~ •- .... •- ,, '· ., , .. ': ..• ~' .. 
\ . 




• l• " ... -.1., 
The':tefore, he considers ~he consumer_'s mon(=y-·income con~ 










' _ · straint · as an .,eq':1,ali.ty. ·Similar to the tra'ditiona.l theory, 
~.. .,, 
Kalman--··aevelops a- Generalized· Slutsky Equat\ion which 
4flf"' . ' . 
· governs ·\t}:le behav~o.r _of·.J1is· gen·eral demand functio.ns .. '.· 
.. ' 
. 
.,.; •.•. ,: 
·,: 
. \ 
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4 __ • ~-· 
J. ; . 
1; ',:. 
·, .... .- . 
. :· .. r·:·,~ ..... 
. '•, 
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. ' 
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- 't· ,." ,;:,. ,. ,, ,.,,. ,;, • .,.;·.:,.: f'i:u 
I · • 
\· 






'··· .t ~·· I 
,, : .,. -, 
'1 . '• . 
' . 




. ~ . ·-·~ .. . ...,. ' . . .,.:,:,.,,-:: .. ,:::. .... T .. ,... \ . 
' . 
•,) . ; ' .... 
···-·· ,·.-:,..,.• " 't..,.,._,·,:ty:.::::; ........................ ,. .... """"'" . 
. . : 













. : ' ',;"'·•..;., 
.. , 
.. 
. ...,..:. ~ ' .... -- J. 
" 
\ .... 
--- ---~ ·-· ·------- -~ . 
. . .. 
. , 
,, 
l_· ·ex·tend. Kalman 's paper to·: ~corisider .. the case when the 
- '• . ·' ~ 
.· · ··:c.· ·· •· mo~ey-income .c~nStraint. is· riot ~n equality (i.e. the Con- · 
D 
·. 
,, ~ ·~ . ' ' ,'' . - }~: .. 
-s't1me_r, can not spend- hts·····,ent·ir.e· .. income in. a g'iven per.iod).o: 
. . . - . . -. . . . "'),. . . . . . : . : '. . . . . . ' . ·. ' . . " . ' 
As. in Kalma·n· [ l,.11 p. 502], ,.,. a ·theorem· regarding ._the h·omo.- . 
•. • .\ I ' , . , • 
.. 
•.•'I II, geneity of the demand· funCtibri$. as. weli as ·the.orems (?P , 
.. .. . _., - . ' . ~ ' . . . '. 
·,, .1 • 
. . " ~"" - ' 
''substitutab.let' and ':'COl11plementary''~ CO~Od:it·{e~:_:~· ctre· 







. ··.·Similar to Renders on ·and Quandt ( 10; · Po 225 · .... 240] ·, -
. ' 
!;. : I consider· tim·e dependent utility functi~ns in- the lqSt · 
.,. , 
chapter~ H~re, I allow for bo:t::"rowing and ·saving by con_sid~ 
.. 
' . 
.. ,'-"" . ' -
ering the··"·bond---. marke.t ct The consumer· either receiv'es or 
.•· 
pays int·er~st at a given rate during e·ach pe1:iod tha·t he·,· 
saves or borrow~ money re~pectivelye A Generalized· ' .. 
:_, - -- ·----~ 
. / 
'> 
. ' -~ 
. . 
., . .. ,. . " .. 
. ' 
.. :-. 




·s1utsky ,Equati.on is .developed here which -ti~llizes_ the bond , 
'; : . 
.i 
'-. I . 
market· as .we,J..1 as · the goods marketo .. ,,.~,---·- -•- -~,;,- ... - .;.., .. _ 
.. 
:t . 
., . ,;-.. .. ···."' 
.. . ·. 
.\ 
.. "'';1. 




," ' . -~ 
., 
.·, 
. .. ', .t; 
-~ 
J. 
--- - - -~- .- ___ _._L_ ---~--~---
,l'_.; 
'. 
•· . :-':··.~ 
,_ ;. •' ~ ,; ,,_,,·,,,-:,··· .. , .•• .,~:,,: ,,'.,·,,,, ~. •; -v.•a. 
'····· '"' ,,. . ·; 
j ••• 
-. t 
.. ,.,. ·.-.· 
.. 
·,· ·\ .. 
. ' 
. ....... ' 
. . .,, 
: t· . 
".''".:'.~:-.:..,.-~,.,,,,,, ,;-.:,: .. ,,-~:.,!,·,.-, ..... _,.,, ' -. • 
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E be ·the Euclidean· space· qf ·d~i.'.mension. ~ 
. ., 
) ,1 
~ e.E -b~ denoted by X. = (x·l .. , .a .o ·o ,·_.·X.·n· ) · ·W:here the . 
"\., 
. . . . . 
. 
. - I 
2n! .. Let 





·~"'''·"'' . : . ~ 
commodities under cons_ider.ation (d~·nbte these by ... ,qi' i~l,. -.. _o_, n)-,. 







·and the second·· n c6mponen~s-represent their. respe~ti~e 
. ' 
. 
. prices (denote . these by · pi_, .. i=l, ·1> o ·~ ,-11) •.. Now 
-- following . __ set (known ,as. the bundle space): . . 
. ···--, ... 
• 
E = ?f_[Xi ?. O, xn+i > O, · i=l, ... ,n . 
'. 
. Assump.tion (A. i): .· For a1·1 . 1$ ~,:~l E · E, one and only. one. 
-
of ·the relations -~p~> ~~' ~ r-v ~ holds; where the -relation 
• 
'.!..P" on E . is_ read "is preferred to'.' and "~" is read 
- . 
·• ''is indiffere.nt to''. 
\ . 
Assumpt·ion·· (A:;_2)--: Th·ere exists a real. valued utility · 
~ 
. 
· function, denoted by ; u (x), x E E, which has continuous 
' -- 'I 
. • - ~ . ~ . . 
. \ 
second partials u .. (x), i,j 
< 
. 
• 1J '."v ~ 
' 
. 
= 1,~ a.,2n, an~ satisfies 
• u(~) >·u(~) if.and only-if x Pv · f.-or · a 11 x , v E E 0 
r-v '\tr ~ ~ ' 
Assumption {A. 3): · The consumer alwa_ys · prefer·s to get 
more of ·a commodity, ·ill eo ~. u_i (~) > o,. i = 1, o-a a, tjo . Moreover,. 
they hypothesis that. "more expe.nsive'' ne_cessarily ~eans 
. ," 
. 
. . . 
. ' -
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-, 
' ' , ·C • 
. ... 
·,. \ . ' . 
. -~ \ 
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i . : ,;_, ....... _ 
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-• .. -.· . 
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- I • 
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\• . \~- .. 
.: ,'' : .. 
r ·-· . .,._ "· 
,· 
. .. ··. 
~ ---- . ' 
. -·'-· 
...... 
lJ ' • 
I ·• -~'; 




•., .. N;·o~, if the consumer receive-s .a fi,xe.d quan·tity, say . 
. Y, .... o:f money income. (y ~ ,Q) . J:11:cit may be ~pent to pu.rc'ha.s.·e 
~ ................ . 
·-
. ~ consumption, say• i "". -~q1,.. ,qnh the ex.penditu1:e of :the 
·n 





.\· .. " . 
c·on·sumer' ch·ooses. 'h-j__.~ .· cqns\l.rQ.:ptio.n .. so t.hat· his expe·rfclit·ure .. · S 
. ' 
'1. "'"·-, . .. 
. . . 
.. satisfies .the mo~.e_:jr :it1.c}om:e c,an:s,t,}tairtt.~ 
.·n 
:1~.··. 
pi:q:.i ·.~. yo~·~. :I.rt 
. 
. . 
. . ,,,i9W of ass11mp~~~h the ·m(Yn:ey inc.otne ·.c,ons .tr.a.int 
:'.'· 
I 
becomes an ~qualityo 
., 
Assu~ption -(Ao4) __ ~ Gi.ve a ·.pric.e.:..,··1n.·come·.- ·p· a::t.r . _;s•a·y. 
. 
. . . . . . .,. . ·, 
(p, y), the Gpnsumer wili. · ma·x·:fmize h;i§ µpt.i .. lity :£un.~·t·io:q: 






:u(q, p) subject ·to 
"'\., "'\., 
., .•' ~. 
·,.· 
: ";:: ·-· 
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'I. Ao . ·-,,~E GENERALIZED .SLUTS Kr'. EQ,UA'f!ON . 
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Form th~ followirig -func'tion~ · ~n6wfl as the :tag.tc1ngean~ 
., 
n· 
L = u{q, p) 
- i\ (l'.·._·_ '_.·. • J?. q ,' ""Y}, 
· · •. · 1 ·1 
. .. . . -;, ' ... . 
( i =:=, 1, · ~ o .Q , n) o 
.. f:6 ,1 




. •• 'L • ,, 
· . The neces Sary C·,o.nqitions for a re·gt1l:c:l·r·· ·c·ons t.ra::L1J:t·eo: , 
• maximum are 
. It. 
' 
u. (q~ p) -]_ 
. 
n 
y - l 
(A.5) 





dL/(J?\_ ~ _ O, (~ =l, o. o o , n·)_Q:· · 
A·P. = 0 
. 1 
P .q. = 0 1 ]_ ' 
( i = 1, o Cl Cl , n) , 
'· 
": ·. ,. 
,• \' , ,•,•I,', ', >, I••, I' I '"~"<•]~'l"'''"~,1,\,1•1~'\·.~•l-'•\~!l.Jl'l"''~'":'l,all"l". :: 
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where 
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The nece.ssary and 'suffi,c:i€nt conditions for. a· regular .. 
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.. ,. 0 
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properties. . The. s.yStem (A. 5) can be written as ·· n+l . imJ)lic.it,. • 
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> • • • . f 1. .. . · . . .... . . F ;_ · ( q , A , p., y) = ·,. 0 
'\, . . . 
arguments (q1,., ~·, qn' A,:Pi(·., ,Pn, y), 
•• • ?~ • • (_i ~1, o · o o , .:t1). ~ · · At ~.(,'J p·oint 
.. . 
-.-. 
~~-• • " ,on---.-"~~~-· ·.~·, 
. ., 
.. · .. 
__ .... ,. . 
this ~sys t.em van,is-lie s and t:h,e.±r '"··~-~:. : · 
·(Cl 1' · · · ' qn' ~' P1' · · · ' pn' ~) 
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In View of the implicit ftli:iCtfon tp:eorem, 2· the ·. ,n+l :imp:li:c.·it .. · 
- ' 
func-tions have continuous; first_· partials and conseq11e.11:tly, . 
·- .... 
··there exists demand 'functions 
(A •. 7) ( ··.· •. ·1 )· .... , .. 1::;;: . ,-: O' .'~ i, ; n:.: .. :., ... 
. --·:·· 
in a neighborh,ood of. ('p,y") . w'.b,i9b qre uniqu~ ·a11Q possess 
continuous first pa:rti-als in this neighborhood, , ·· , 
We will call t~e syst~~ 
maximizing equ.ations if :we replace q by · q,~· th~ .relative 
~ • • •• < ., 
equilibrium consum_ptiono ·Now _we woul.d like .. to repres_errt-
the system ti ·by the total differential of the system. 3 
In view of this we obtain u ·r. 
•'.f ~ '• 
n . . . I uij dqj - Pi_df ~ ;idP·i - n I uin+kdpk,' 
k=l . j = 1 · . ''- -· 
(A. 8) ' · d2u·· 
uin+k = dqi :§pk' 
n 
·- . ,_·.·. p.dq. = "'dy + 
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where D .. ··. denotes the cofactor of the element ·Of the .. J. -th:---. J 1 ' . .. . . ~ 
row and the i-th 
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column of D. 
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. · i,n- our unknowns · (-dq., • o •• , dq . ,.d~) 
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This :systelll ·gives chang~s 
for· sufficiently small . · . · 
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. changes in the' Para~e1:erS, ·(p, y). ,. In; J?att:iiCuiar w·e h?ve, 
- · --- · · - · . A ·1. - _ . _ .. _- __ . -- - -_ ___ · 
- . . . . -- .-· .. t -!, 
I '-- •.• ·- -- -
. . ----
.. n D . D 
~-_ .. I ___ -_- . . .- +l . 
_ J 1 · ... _ ·· . - _ . n · 1 
D ujn+h.+ qh --·D .,. ·. , . 
' "· j =l 
' 
• "1 - . . 
' .\ . ·, >~;,l ~ . .-. 
oq. 
1 
_-a-y ( i, h = -1,:: .o--i ~- .,"·11:) ,. -.=,. -.. CIC 
:,: 
- where - .. , .. - ' 
,·.:.' . 
- ' 
... . . . ' dq . . . 
- f 1 ( ) 1. f 1. _(: - ')· . -
-- h- ·_p, y ' ~ = -- _ .. _-__ - P, Y.-_ o· 
, oy .Y ·; 
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Now assume that a pr,i.c·e change" is cacc.ompanied. by an income 
--
change that-compensates for the 
_ ...... 
ef feet of ,the price change, 
- . 
so that the -cons:umer· ·re.mains at the same 'level of utilityo 
~. Then, -
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from our·s.ystem (F 1 , -i=l,o•o,n+l~)o 
"\., . • I From this and the ·1ast 
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Let thi~_be represenred qy _(Sfjj_, . (0i, P=l, •••. ,.it)). ~·From. 
..... ,,e ". 
. ·, . •·• . r- . ·;-·,·~., ... 
-~- · .. r-, .;; ' 
:: 4· . 
. •"""'"'"~''"":/:.~~~...'.'...... . ,, -~· '':·· .. 
~:.;!t ··;·~- . . 
• • . 
. (Ao 12) 
oq. . . dq. u ----~ ..... h 
, . . . . _1 + q· . 1. = S :"- ·+ n+ 
.•.... . . ·. .dph - . h ;§y . ih fl 
dq ~ . () 
·....... 1. 
Ty' 
_ wher.e the first term .o.n .. the. le.·f:t :~i·s the price .effe,.ct· (not ._ ..... 
to be mistaken for the traditionai pri~; eifect) 9 the second ,. ;. ) ' ·, ,-;, ,.,., .. ,,, .. , ' ' . ' ., ., , ... , 
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. . ti 
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on th~ right side- -is t.he,· sunstitution' ·effect_ ·(not· t·o b·e 
., 
mist-aken .for the:. tr:aditiona.1 s.ubstitution ·effect; and:. the' l , , I 
second term on· t.he right is the price offs ett~ng._ income 
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Our assumptio_ns (Ao 1) -(Ao 4) have placed restri.·c:tions. upon 
l'I _, 




the sign o_f the second term in th·i·s_.:equation,-·-by·restti-cting ~--~. -·c·--·--
. 
. . ~ 
. 
. each. of the:> u ·n+ho ~ . . J I •• In the two coµtrJ1odi.ty case,. the seco·nd . ... ~ 
'· . 
·-·-_---t-erm treated as a compos_ite ~c:1,-~ an ~nteresting _interpreta, ... 
. . " 
·,:;' /·· 
. I 
'tiono [2, Po 171] 
- becomes 
Considering two goods, the ,·-above .equation ., ··..1,,_ 
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Using ·the £:i.i'st order conditions fol'.' utility 1,nd~z·ma:ximiZa"" 
tion, __ we: obtain 
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ul -. /\P1 . = ·:o 
u2 ~ /'Pz = o 
.ti1-···· __ --= (2u/dq ) ., 1 
d(u1/u2) 
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the seconq _t~r:m·. i~ {A.13)- ha1?_.the same sign-.:as ·d(u1/u2)/dp1 ~. .. ' - . .. ' . . 
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This <,·result e·nables one to .predict the s·ign· ,of tn.e second 
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FOOTNOTES FOR SECTION· A 
~ 
• 11· ••• ~ 
·. ":·· ·~ 
--
' ·. ~ . 
.! ·•· . . 
0 :..~· 
Let u be. a real-valued function such' th.,at:' :u· e·. C' 
. . . ' ·. ·- .·.,· 
r i·' 
on an open set · S in .. · En~ ~.:~ •. q l' ... ~ ~,94tl · be in . t::c:l.l.;, 
valued functions . suCh that · c( = (q 1~ . : . , ciilY E···c f .On S, 
. . 
-~ ..•.. /· . 
. ·:. .~· 




I .0 IC> 
' 
and assume that . rti < n. Let XO be :th,at· sub·set of . s' on 




o}. ...,_,··. . . ., ~ - . -... . -~.. ?• ~.. ' . = .. ·:.x l:x · E. S, g(x) ··= :,, 
-~· 
'· 
. Assume that. X E .X. 0 .. :o a.'n-d · .assume that there exis:t.s: a .neigh-· 
borhood N(x ·) 
0 
, 
su~h that ~(x) ~ u(x) 
0 
C 
for all X 
X nN(x ) or such that u(x) > u(x ) for ... all x in 0 0 
- 0 
'- . 
. X flN(x ) • .Assume that the m-rowed determinant 0 0 
det[Djq{ (x 0 ) J / O. The~ there exiSt .m real"numbers 
/\1,··~,i\ijl such that ·th'~.- follow~ng 
·, ·-,... v\ 
. satisfied: 
m 
· D u{x ) + \ 
r . o L 
k=l 
.. ' -~ ' . ' .. p.. ~qu.a.·t·1ons a re 
" . 










Let us consider a system of n 
. 
equations· · ,, · 
. r 
. . . 
F1 (xl'x2' ·:'· ,xP;,ul' ... ,un),~,O .' 
. . . 
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F n ( x l'x2·' . . . , x p; Up • ~ . ; u'J:i) . = () ; 
:.: :···: 
__ ,,.,.,.- -
T I : -
• 0 13 
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be-t:ween tq_e 'D+p, variables llJ, Uz)• .• ~u0 ; 1t1,x2 , •. : ,Xp.• 
' . Suppose·,-tha;t these equati:cY:r.1.s., :ar·e s.ati·sf·i-ed for the· val ..u.es 
\. . 
' 
; ! 0 0 0'·· 0 · .· · .. -xl = xl' ... , xp = xp' u 1 = ul' •. q.:u0 ; · t~t th~., functions 
·'· 
:•·,,•. ••••r •'. 
' 
• 
__ Fi,.· a\ie continuous and posses·s __ firs·t part:ial derivat.iv¢:·s 
... • 
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.. _, _ which ar:e c-ontinu'ous, in .the neighborhood of :t,his 'Syste._rrl 
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Under these conditions t:he.re exists one -a_nc:l on.ly one s-yste:m: 
-~ ~ 
~ 
of con.tiriuous functions .. u1 _- =· ~1(x1-, o o Cl, x - )·, o o Q ,:u ._ = rn{x1 , Q o o ,,_-x ____ .) -. · . . . p .. · n '°'n . - ·. ···_ p 
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. ~ . . ... --·-"q.:! . . -- ------
whi~h satisfy the equations (E) and-which re~u~e to I . ' : .' 
for 0, X l. = X 1- , ~ o ,a , X 
.• .p 
·o 
= X _, p 
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· Now we mu·st show. that·: ..... 
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' 
& = _ F (q (p+6p, Y+6y) , A (p+Lip, y+iy) , p+6p, Y+~y} 
"\., "\., ... ·' . ' . . ..... : . . 
\' 
- · F ( q (p, y) , A (~ y) , p, y) = 
'\., .. . 
E o 1 6 p -E ·• ·6 ==O 2 ., . ~ y 
where ~ l. ,~···o and E2 ~ 0 as- ti.x· -r O and 
.we use the ~~~-p Value Theorem4 to evaluate 
.. ·' 
-· v··1·•·•··,··•'"'· First consider y as fix-ed, then since • q 1.S -a 
functiQri ·of·.· ,p having a continuolls derivative qp(is, Y), 
. ~ 
we have 
., q <P+t;p, Y> ".., q <P, Y> = qP <P1 , Y) t;p 
' 
.,._, -
where p1 , is between p arid p+6p. Since 
qp(P, 'y) is corft:imlous, the difference 
.. 
·; 
q(p+6p,'y) - q(p,y) approaches zero: a-s . ~p _..,.. Oa. Then 
-
.. 
= qp(P, Y)t:.p + El . D.p, 
obtain 




Aq. =· q(p+6p,Y+li.y) - q(p,y) 0 :~ .. _ .
. L· 
·rhis can be wri,tten as 
6q = (q(p+6p),y) - q(p,y)J + 
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lim E z = 0 
6po=lp 0 
. £::,. y--,. 0 
Thus q .. h-as c! diJ;f.er.ential dq: · and 
Similarly, 
can be repla4ed~ .. by __ .. __ dp 
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We· ·can -u.·se· ·a·. s·irrti.l.a:r · a,tg\1rnent· ,f.or ·F, to obtain:' 
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LiF ~ F ( q (p+6p ,__y+6y) :, A (p+6p, y+6y) , p+6p, Y+Ly) ~ ~- . . . . . 
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Mean Value Theorem in 
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b . f s ·and,. y .. e two points o_ su_·ch t-h·at · the .line seg·ment 
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L(x, y) ·( Sa .. O··f 
•a .• '•, : l(x,-y). 
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HOMOOENEOUS DEMAND FU_NCTIONS 
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In~ Part:-··(A), we de··r·ived demand" functions from t-he 
' ' 
equilibrium ma~imiz.ing -~-q-uations (A.o 5) o . l'hese demand 
J . ' 
functions . fi (p~-y), (i=l, ...• , n) · are _not in g;neral 
. ' ~ . 
homogeneous of degree zero in all prices and income, 
ioeo·,. (~,y)·o 
tion (Ao 3) e 
This result is rather a-pparent from -~ssump-
. .,. 
we· want to deduce conditions whic.h are both· 
ill'J 
necessary and sufficient for ·the existence of homogeneoµs 
demand functionsQ 
-





9-... . f3 > o, i=l, ••. ,~, if and only if 
' • ..,.. ----- ·#- ...... -,¢" ,, ,,,. 





. 5 By Euler's theorem on ~omogeneous functions we know 
fi(~p,~y) = £1 (p,y), i=l, .•• ,n, is equivalent to 
. "'\, "'v 
11 
.- _,:. n· 
' 
- · __ "J 
• . I • l f~(£,y)ph + f~(~,y)y ~ 0 where 
h=l ~ 
f~(~,y) = 
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0 · ujn+h Ph ··'"" Q., The . first term on the 
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·t-he· n·ec.e.ssit-y is :es::t.abl~sh-~a .. -~-- The sufJ;iGien:cy- follows 
· :irnme-cli.ately· .s.±n.ce _:eac·h s.tf;p ·· .i .. s :r .. e:v_·e--1:si:J?l.e·.ci 
· N.0w, we ·w·olfld. lil<e;. to ;see which clc':l:SS o·f' utility 
" ' 
. 
.;,; fun:c'.t.·_i ans our the-orern .a.d:rnits. a .In general., this is a .,_, 
-~""',c;·. :-'• ··~ , 
J. 
~- :, difficult task s i.nce · it involves finding ~h~ gen·eral s•olu:.~ 
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. _._ .• :: : U-1.1 · \1·1.2 .. ", P1 . · ',._,_ ·• . .: -·· 
• 
D ;:: . _ 1'121;, u . .22 Pz < 
· . .. Pl -·· . .P_2_ .. , ·O· ..... . •.:' 
~-' 
tJie.r e f-br~ . .'; 
p . 
. ·1 ·· . 
.. . 
. ' 
::011 =. ~u22. ~o .. Pz· P2) (-1)2 = -p~ 
.. ( ' 
~-
3 . D21 = (u12·0 - P2"P1)(~l) = P2P1 
--~.--
D 12 = (u21' 0 - P1. P2) (-1)3 = P1 P2 .- .. 
• ' ; ·; '·"' " . " " • ·" '' '·' ;; ' '' '\ ·! ,_'". ,, ~ , .• ' ' ""' L"' I" 'I' I'\';,•',·: I •\11 !l'>ti • >,,(; ,,:,l,'1 ,'.1'/\,:·• ., ,: . ."; ,\.'•," ','"!' 
· 
022 = ~~1(0 - P1"P1)(-l)4 =-pi-~ . 
Now, let · i- = 1 to obtain the following, n11 uln+l Pi 
/' "'f. D21 u211+l P1 + Dll uln+2 Pz ;r D21 u2n+2 P.z · = -p~ ul3 P1 
. 2 3· 2 
+ P2P1 Uz3 - P2 ul4 + p 2 Pl u 24 = O. _ 
1Divide. t~rough by 
2 2 .· · ... 
-p2 to obtain, P1P2 u13 - P1 u23 + Pz u14 ~ Pi P2 U24 = q. 
,, 
Now, consider the case i == 2, n12 uln+l P1 + 
D12 uln+2 Pz + D22 u2n+l P1 + D22 u2n+2 P2. = Pf Pz ui3 
+ . 2 3 · ·. . 2 . O D · . " . b . 1· a··· 
. P1 Pz U14 - P1 'll.23 .- .P1 Pz. Uz4 ~ . 0 ' 1V1 .. S:1.0il y P1 yie: .. S. 
2 · •. 2 · .. 
the following, p1 p2 u13 - Pi uz,3 +. P2 :U-14 .., P1 P2 u24 = O. 
. I 
. 
The general' s o·lution of ·the ·'p;re'\ti'ous r---equation. is 
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·Th:i_s :d··-.oes -··n:ot genera_lize in a nat.ural. ·way for n > 2. 
' ' It can be shown via Euler's theot'em that the admissible 
.GI. 
· class o:f',.utility functions, which satisfy. TheOrem 1-, ·. yield 
.. ' t:h·e "tradit'i·onal result··that the· e'lasticicy--of dern~.rnd: fbr 
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' the i~t.h: ccimmo9ity, wi~h respect to all prices, . _is· equ.al 
., 
V· 
in magnitµCle; but opposite in sign to the in_come elasticity 
_, .. , ... 
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F~om .:Theo:i:·em .1, we have 
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Euler vs Theorem: 
.'! .. 
I£ f (x) is homogeneOus of degree p, . 
. . 
· ·then :the relationsh-:Lp pf{x) == Vf(x) 0 x(~ -~ f.~·.-) . i-s sa·tisgm 
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COMPARlTIVE STATICS 
-(u. +h·= 0; j /h) 
- 1n .I 
_. __ ..... 
Now,· we w.ould like to pl.ace .. qualita rive restricti·ons 
On the demand funct;i.Ons '(fi (p, y)), (i ==l, ~ •. , n),. Assume 
that the marginal· ·utili.ty of_ ,:the. j ... th commodity-~ is n.o~t, __ _ 
... 
. 
affected by a small c-ha_ng.~ i-n:· the price of the· h--th 
·.commodity wher.e:. h 1-· j.:_, ":t'·o·€o.-:;· 
•;_ ~ .... 
(C. 1) ujn+h . = .0 ' j i h~ 
We -now h-av;e :a:· s:ycs::term :of. n.(n_-1) second· order partial · 
Cl 
differential equa_t:ions in 2n variables : (q 1 , o o o , q0 , 
p1 ,.,.,J)rt) = ([~f). The general solution has the form 
j L}, 
(C~2) I . =-, f(q) + h(p) + ki (qi, pi). - I'\, I'\, ·u(q,p) "" ""' J i=l 
\ ·•' 
·where f,h:,_k. are real-valuec;l functions wpich posses·s-· · 
. 1.-





hqve u. ·> ·o., and u n+i 2. 0 (by Assumption (A.3)), 1. .. 
·I 















~ . (j =1, e D O 'n) 
. . ' ,, - --·- ..... . 
"' 
df(q) 









~k . '( q ~-' p. ) 









. . I 
--·~ . -·.-·'··-·----··-..---...... ,-.,~ .. ,--,,.~,-~ .... - .. 
to 
the 





. ,: ' 
-~~··' ' 
, .,. h,•,4r 
. 
,. - -~ -- h•-
·--- --~---~--. --··· ---
., 
( 
• ~-__:;'.......:c.. ---:,I•,, -~·-·· . 
"\,' 





. !) ·"' 
.-..... ---~. 
. .. 




'dtt(q,p) dh(p) ... dk.(q.,p.) '' . 
. '-_ . -- '::\P II\, •• "' = · -... "' .. + J -... J J L o, (J::=:.:l, .• • • , n) , 
. o J opj , opj . · ·· 
. I 
and the. inequality .is · strict -for· at le·ast one 
Equation.0 (A.10} may be written -as · 
aq. oq. 




( 4) 1 + 1 ..... 
. C. · . dph qh dy -
Dh.· 
. ' ]_ 
· D 8 h ( i, h =1,..:·:. o. o_ , n)' ·, 
, . ,. : 
. , 
where· a· h ~ (I':; - :Uhn+h). S.im.ilar'lf, equation (A. 11) can be 
;' 
written as . , 
"' . . . . .. ·..... . .. ,,,.,., ... 
u 
S1.h + n+h 
. I\ 
•·· 
..j ... ~-. . .... 




. •. . . ·-
·""''' • · ,. ·•··· ··· ,, •\.•4is··i·:o.,·,.~ .• ·~·u · 
: From -(Ao 6) and the ·abov·e· we obtain 
u +· dq. dq .· dq. s ... + 'Il ·1 1. - . ]_ + l -dy - dp. q. dy 11 '/\ ]_ l-
~ D . . 
< 0 if and only if . 11- u. +· < a.·. in 1 :1 D 
> 0 if and only if > u. +· in 1 
· ·trhe i-th commodity • inferior.if dq ./?Jy < o, l.S ' 1 
A •,,!,;,. ,. 
/\ 0 
and if 
't·h·.e i-th commodi.ty is inferier th~n 
. . 
dq :·/dp. > o.· -.. If·. · -
1 . ·. l-
ai > O, then equation (-C.·6) acts 'like-the ·tr,aditional 
If the i--t·h commod·ity is not inferior, then · 
.- f 
s .. < o. 1-1 \. 
Corollary 2.: · The d~mand functions ·. fi (p, y), are homo .. 
g~neous of. degree zero iri. (p,y) 
n 
\ (D .. /D) u. +·· .p. = O • 
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genous · of d:~g:ree zero ~ti-· (·p, .. y).··. if· .and· otrl·y i,f. 
.... . ·.•_. 







... Th.e:o .. rem 3 ~ If (Cct 6) is :·p.os.i.-tive ·9.ttd ·.no· commCJd:.i_:ti~s: a:'r.e· .· 
...-
.H'o-,w· ~;: · ·· 
·•. - • l 
·• . 
ever, all GdJ.nmodities c:atr be compleme.n·t_s-() 
Proof: .. un+l Suppose ·(s c ~-- ·-+ A 
11. 
oq Q • 
· c,~) > 0 and · · clq. /dy > () 
1. ·-- . 
..... 
!, 
.,·. + un+i · · ~q · .. 
for all i, then (Si:f. /\. · d~) pi > O. Now, suppose 
·;~.;ttr-. .;.. ·'·i 
• f' .• · .• 
.· 





.··;, , .. , .. 
i I: h~ _then \1.$.·ing- ( co 5) we have 
1: 
'· .. ':' ,. ,•, ;- ; .. : :,:·, : • .":.,,,.,,:;. t·' , •. ,:·: .. ,· •' >" . . •:: , ... ' ' "' •. ,, "' 
,, . 
, .. , .. 
i .. 
~-. 
'• aq. Dhi u n+h' 5 ih + 
1 ~ 




n+h . dq. Dhi (Sih + d~)ph ...... = "o => ..... ah Ph A D 
:3 S'ih < O, i. f h.. li~nce, all. commodiFies cannot be 
substitutes" 
Note~ (The j """th a.n-d k=th ~ commodities -~~re. ____ ·st1bstitutes 
if Sjh > O, and complements if Sjh < 0) .. [1, po-506].· 
If 
. 
S. ·< 0 ··for all ih, i,h 
. From the above., we know that 
,, 
;.·_· ( :25.·· 
.. 




.!'. ··. j •.• 
• . 1: 
. :-:· .. ·· ···-.···:· 
..... ' : 
.. - ... -- -.- _-· .. ' -·' . . . . _: _____ , 
1.·· ' 
. - l 
•. . . . . 
. . ..... "'! .............. ;_ •c,:: .. -:, .·· 
,,- . . 
.. 







" - .. ··-
---· -' . 
- ... - -- ............... _, .. ---- .... ,t.~. ---. .......... .., .. _ -.. 
.. -·- .. --- . ~~ 
... "· 




-..<~.-----,_ ...... _._ - ~-
.•. ~-
t. 
... . -·~. 
; 
, · u ..Jih. . aq. ~J S .. n--r i . 
·. -ih = .- . ~ ay · 
S .... _:1._n .. c.e I A 2. 0, and un+h L O, · it· is· clear 
' 
,, ...... that. all comniodities can be complemer:its Cl 
. ,·.: ,· 
Theorem 4: .. 
. . :: 
•. ~. 
c,q. 
. 1 > 0 . ~ . : "'",. ·- .: -
·' 
'i 
.. , . . 
,. L 
.i=l. 








n+li + qh D 
', 
L 




I·.: dq. ·.·. . dp 1 + qh 
. h i=l 
:.ifh-
(A. 10) we have 
D " 
n+li +· - D 
2)y ' 




pi Cly > O ' 
. ,._. 
. l ·.· .. 
n· 












. ~. ;. . 
.,~.:,;fv>". 
-~ . 
D ah D---- J 1 u Th · jn+h 
qh·.> .Q => 
"' 
., 
Dh .. 1. ' 
D . . > 0 => ah . == 
d 
:.o· 
_I\ - uhn+h > O. Now>y. suppose ~h == A - uhn+h > . O. Then 
.. 
) 
!' .,: ' ·,· 
;, .. ;:--~ . ""'' =· ·' 
, 
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.. .. .. 
. . . 
. :i.:. ;,::.·.:,'.:'.'~,":: ' 
. :.!! tl 
. '· .... dq . L c)~ > 0 from (C.4). . . Hence, 
-
'!. • . i. 
i=l 
i/h 
·~ ·. '. v ·n .· . 'n. ---.-
\ . clq. . · .. _,,·.:·_·: ' ~-yqi p·-1·· ' >. 0 • 
·· L clp 1 Pi + qh L a 
i=l h ft i~l. 
\ 
' . 
. · .. ,. .•.· ·~· . ··:. . 
.- • ±1... ·1· .. _· .... 4-._ ' .. -h.·. _. . ir1 : - -· ,.:, r
I. 
. 
c·orollary· 5 ~ · 
n ~ 




. . ~ 
.- ·n, 
.. _"_.-_ p. c)~i L i. oy 
:i=l 
1./h 












' 1. ( D 
D .. 
- Jl_ . . + q 
D ujn+h · h 
·, 
2,q. 




··:from (A~ 10).' 
· ·. · · nhi-
Therefore, , 0 . <_ 0 - :::)> _ 
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COMPARITIVE STATICS (u = ·p u ) jn+h , h jh · 
,·1:n -this section we want· to a·ssume that t'he . change in .. 
I• 
d . 
the .. m~r.g.in.?l utility of the· , J<t.h c:9mmodity with respeet .. ~:r. ··., 
;'; ..:i. , •.. 1 •• 
... 
•. I 
. <if- . .., . .· 
.t:6 a' small :c .. hange in the pri·ce of the 
- ~ 
hth ~omrnodity, is 
~· .\. .. eq~~l tq the change in the marginal utility of the jth 
·- ~-~· •. s-.,, . .::_1,,:~, .. ,.·\:... .. ··,. ..:· ... :, .... -~-·--: ..... :-:..:·,~_, ... :,:"'':', .............. )..~t-·."·':"'' f""/tl'I • -· 
:c,ornm·od·i·ty with· respect: to a- smal.l .chan.g:e: in the amount of · 








t.he h:t:h commodity, inul·t_ip·lie.d. by· t.:he pr·ice of the hth 
. ..._: 
' . . 
. 
.c::ommodi ty. Actual"ly, this says -that if· there i-s a. change 
in the demand fan- the jth commodity which is caus.ed by 
.J 
• 
-a ch.ange in the· price of· the h.th · commodity, then· this 
change is equal to the pric·e of the hth comm.odity multi- · 
plied by the ·change in the demand for the j th commodity 
1 
and hth commod.ity o This. ca·n be rep:re:s~n·te:.d a:.s 
Assumption (D.l): 
. '.i 
ujn+h = Ph u ·h 
......... '. J (h,j= 1, Q Q., n). 
. 2 
This yields- a syste~ of n secopd order partial differ-
. '·-
en t ia·l equations in 2n variablesQ . . The general solution 
of this system has the form 
.,... 
{D.2) 1J(q, p) ·1 2 · 1 2 . 1 2 ., 
. . ... ,•' 
= f(ql + I P1,q2 + I Pz,···,qn + I pn) + 
I"• . 
.. 




'.' ~-. -... 
I ( ;\. 
.·----:', ' 
29 "'-' -.--:: 
.1 ,, 
·, . ~ 
·, -.; 
.. :.; 
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,,. .; . 
,'.f /-:· ·., 
. .:1-
. J 
•· .. ·--............... , . 











,r . ! 
l· 
:.:.·.··+ 
. " .,.•; 
. . . 
: .... 
c:ontinuouis .:seco.nd. partialso Fro·m ass.um.p.t::·i.ort .(Ao_.3:)_,' the-
fbllowi:ng conditions are satisfied, · .. fi > o, £ i + hi ~ O 
(i=l, 0.0 9 , n), _ w-J;1ere the .in~quality ·doe·s: 11c>t_ -·have to b·e· 
•. . 
,.,,.• . . 
·s·t:ri·c·to· The nece.s···s·a··ry·
1
and· St1fftc·ient conditions f'c>r· :9( ·,. 
w 
regular congtr~ined. maximum are invar~ when· u · is · 
1\epiaced by F(u) where . F' > O and F" , is conti:n1..1ous. 
·, 
~-Theorem 6~ If 
~jn+h = u _· then· = ph····_jh,. 
-
·.·';?. .• , 





2 oq. u n+h dq. ,dqi 2 dq. s + 1 + 1 ~ + 1. Ph dY _dy = d]?h Ph dy ih 
" 
\ dqi 
+ h I- •• ,:· qh 2,y 
' 
:t -: 
Dhi · ..... •1 L..,. (Do 3) I\ --..,., D dqQ dq. dq. 2 u n+i .··s + 1. + + 1 = 1 .. ·: ..... p·. dy p. dY = dp. l.1 ]_ ]_ I\ 
1. 
' ,:, 
Proof; - From equations (A() 10) and (Ao 11.) we have 
i, 
,. '\" 
. : ;.,r ., •.• '( 
.,. 
,'! 
. :·· l !. . t r -. 
D. . .. _, 'D +l . ]1 · V: · n 1 
D ujn+h - -qh D 
f1 D.. dq· ·. L, . Ji ujn+h + qh d~ 
j=l 
u dq ~- In · D . • · 
= S 1· h + .. n~h ----1 . + . , J i u . ph·- 0 
1\ ?Jy .1: - - D J h 
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D. . .:· .. 
·-1. 
. . I 
- . . ---,----~ -·· ~ 





·h f i' 
J 
. . 
1£ we substitute these eXpreSsions into the abOve, ·equation 
.. 
,,,.,.,_., .. ,,:~ .. 
• • I 
for (J\Dhi/D), · then the theorem follows~! . 
Now, we ·obtain the following restrictions on demand 
fti~ctions (fi (p, y)' i = r!. .. 'n): ' ·• •.; 
........ , 
cq .·. dq. cq. \ 2 (D.4) l . l + 1 < 0 , (i=l, ... ,n) + qi 
~y p. c)y cp. 1. l 
, . 
., . ..,i 
(from (Theorem· 6), and (A. 6)). 
. He.nee, if the i-th commodity is· not inferior we 
have the l'law of demand", i.e. (~qi/2lpi) < 0, 
Now, since D is symmetric and we have relation (D~3), 
we arrive at th~ fotlowing 
2,q ~ 2 c)q . \' dq . (D 5) 1 + , 1 + . . 1. 
• .c}ph ~ Ty qh c'Jy 
· Theorem 7: The utility functions (D. 2) do not admit ·demand · 
. t 
functions that are homogeneou~ of ·degree zero in " 
·(p,y)~-
"'\., 
...... ... ' -- . " 
..... l 
. i} 
·Proof: Assume that 1. . f (mp,my), m > O; ( i = 1, . . , . , n) • · 
• I ·I 
... ,• ... 
· We have from Theorem 6 that 
.· 







31 -~ '*"':. ". 
4 \. ·1· 
. .. -· 
' ....... '.'. 
~ ·, __ : 
.,,.,,, ~ .. 
~--· :· 
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·, • • ,;M .... :.~:/"' •1,(l'\!~:m":;~, .. ~t,i;.,m 
. . 
. ~ 
oq.. · 2 dq. dq .. 
·1 ~ ' 1 1. ·h· ... :~. · ·"' .II 
dp. + ·Pi ,dy + Pi'+ qi Ty ' •-··• = 1 
1 
·n 
l . .• .. 
h=l 
,. 
Dhi Ph ~- 0:.~ 
·-., ,-____.,c I 
. ' 
0 ........... 
_ .. -.•. 
J ·, ~. • • 
~ ; - J ' . . " ~. . .... . .... '·-·- . 
...... 
' l 
\.· .. ,, 
-. 
\ 
.. ·;,._.· :. 
... . . I 





. (D. 7) 
By Euler's theo!em on homogeneous :f:uncticins and :the above, 
we.have fi(p,Y) = fi(mp,my) -if and only if 
f\, 
n , . 
l· p~ ·(' .• .. :-1·. ·)· .·_1_: .. =··· .... ·_· -.-. n .. : : . . ,, ~ .c,·. ~-· ., .. 
h=l 
which implies that all .comrno:df:ties are inferior., This 
. I I 
contradicts th~:money income constraint 
. 
' 
Hence, th.e· th-e-cJr,.em -is pr~ve~-0 
Theorem 8: If ., ujn+h = phujh 
(i=l, .. . , h), then 
b 
n > n 
\ .:.P qi Ph +.Y dqi + \ 
-k h .. dy k 
. -- - ----- .. 
.... ~---· 
.. , .... 
·' . :1 · .. 
































}.,,, . ..,,.,.,: 
' ... \ ... · .... nh . L . i 
h=l' . ' . 
0 then by Theorem 7 we. pave 
, ,; 
Ther~fore, 
. . ..... . SJ.pqe.-. 
' 
-~-· · ..
76" :, :: .. _.. 
,',a; 










. . . 
: .• '• 
~--~ •• -~ w 
. .. 
·;,. 
_...,· .... :· 
- ,.,.---~ 
c)q ~ ln 3 c)q. 
+ 1 + . . 1. . y p oy h cy 
dq. 




~· . 3 oq ~ 
'L 'Ph d~ 
h~1 
£or _;all. ·i =c, 
: '\ 
.,.. 




- , . .-
+ . 
. t ·_;; 
·!· 
·2 
+ P· = 0 l. 0 
. ·.2· ·.. , ...... . .. 
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GENERALIZED UTILITY FUNCTION (z f O) 
" §AA GENERAL.IZED SLUTSKY. E9.UATIQN · (z _t 0) 
.,;, 
Irt. this chapter w~ will omit assumption (Ao3). from 
·. · ,. ··t:h e·. an:a. l y s i$ & As before, our rn.one·y income con·train-t is 





.. ' . 
I.f.· .. we. :introduce a slack variable I 
n 
giyen_by I piqi·~ Y· 
i~l 
(z ·5·· · o), _ .thep· ;w~ .. ri:~ve _ 
. - '• -
. . .. 
I .. piqi + z = y. Now, our maximi- · .. 
i~l 
zation·· _pr:ob'le..1:t1: l.)e,:c:·01nes the following 
,'/"c. '· •• 
,, . Maximize u(q,·p) 
~ '\, 
rt 
Subject to······ L 




,where the price. income pair (p,.,.y): · ar.e .giv~I'lo .. As in. 
' ~ .. 
Chapter I, we want to. see wh~n t.he p.re:sent analys"is ,.·yields 
demand flincti.orts t.hat ·are: homog:e·n·:eou·.s · o-f degree zero, in 
.,all ·prices, money-income and slacko· We also, want to ·s-ee, 
what happens t9 the r.estrictions o.f sect.ions C and D of 
the first c .. ha.pter Q. ,. 
·Fc}rrn · th·e f:oll:owin.g· Lagr.a.n.·g:e~lrt., 
n 
, (AA. 1) 




p . q -; + z - y:)' : ' :;. ' 
1. 1 
-
The necessary conditions for a regular c-ontrainted 
. .·:: 
maJ{:1.mum are 
... ··;· :• . . . . . 
. < 
( 
''"' i \, •. ~. 
.·· 
:., ,·,f . 
·, ". 
. ' 









. . . 
... ··! 
~<1' ••• . 
0 ' 











.. · / ~ ' • ·· .• : .. ' ·-.,t 
. . . 
, .,,. ..... 
,,. 
"·'- ,• . 
•"••·"··'··'> 
·(AA. 2) and· dL/rjA = 0 , ·.· ( i-,::;:-i:, ••• , n) ... 
·r_n vie-w· of · (AA. ·2), we have 
p . q • - y. + z ·=: :.o· .e 1 1 
·u . ( q ' p) - A P·i· = 0' ]_ "\., ~ 
Our necessary ·and suf.ficient condition:s· .f"or a. ,regular 
cons trainted maximum ·,a.re · {AA. 3) and " 
..'l> 
' : ,· . . : ·~- ; .. ,'. ·-
_,. ~:: .. . ~ . ., 
' ·1. 
-'I:..: • 0 
• .. II ct.(. 
e GI e . 
'< )k .. 
.. -1 > ·o , ·c.k==·2 ,. o· 9 GI ' n) O 
• ·e· .Cf· 0 
J 
Th.e .~y-stem (AA. 3) . .-Cq.J.1 be repre·sented as n+l· implicit 
~ 
functi.ons in 2n+3 arguments, (q1 , ... ,qn,A,p1 , ... ,pn'Y'Z), 
·s:o 
. . . 
F 1 (q, A,p,y,z} ·=· o· (i=1, .. o,n). 
'v "\., 
At a point ('ql', · ·, q0 , X, Pl' O' •• , Pn' Y,Z), this system 
.:4: vanishes and its Jacobian i·s: 
····· 
' -.. 4'.•·· • .• • ...... ,·· •. - -~· • 
u~. (q,p) 









I:n view of the implicit ··function theorem, the n+l impli.cit. 
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·w.hic:h. ar·e. trn1.q.ue ,artd p,o_s.s.e.s:s 
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1. -·. .:· 
• f 
·:F :1. o< Th..isi is .. 
·p·os·~ ib l:~-- .by; .us·e o·f .,th:e- Mean·- ·Valu!e Theorem; a:rtd. · i.§ S·:imi~La?r ' 
°J 







.~.•· f_. :p-1 ..d:q_~t. LJ ~ i.~1 . 
·dy· .+ 
(. • . 1·· . ') ]_ ~- .. · _., 0 0 o· :,:, n .. ·
:n· 
z: · qidJ?i + a~ . 
i~l 
•· 
. This syst:e.m 1n~_'.y·· b.e. w·rf .. t:_te:n- as 
I 
0 0 0 tl_1·.: 
.. ··-.n· 
' ? 




u nl 0 0 u .;· ·nn 
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n ct 0 9 
'/\d?p' i 
-· I u d . ·n· nn+k ·P . .• 
k=l ' n 
n· 
.. dy· + I qidpi + dz 
i=l 
. ·' 
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,Now, we would· 1ike/·to solve. fOr .. ··· dq1 . and dA• Usi~g, 
the m.ethod. of Chapter I, Part A w/1obtain 
.. 
.,. s-'-.l.,, 
. ·. n D,.. . i,n a -D -~ • .) 
. . d q . :c::. A \ 
.1 L 





+ (-dy + I 
1·=1 
i1 
J'· .. : .:k=l .. · .. ,. . 
0n+li q.dp: + dz) D 1 1. 
. (AAo 6), .. , .... 
. ! 
l ' d A ~- A 
.· j =l 







This -sys·t::em gi-,re:s 'Cha:r1g.es .i·n -t·h.e unknowns· 
• 
(dq·1·, . •·O , dq ,-dA) n . 
~. ' 
p· 
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• 
\ Now, . ~ssume tha'.t a pric~ s.hange is accom~~ied by . 
I ~, " ,' 
• 
compensates for the. effect of the price change, 1 so that · 
, 
t-he: consumer remains at the -s·ame: l:evel o.f ·utility. Then 
n. - , 












.................. , ......... ,., ... ,. ........ , , ••. , ... "-".c.4......_vu.<t&.oL',1,oAN. 
. n 
. . 
==- A __ '\.' · p. dq. + u +h. _dph from (AAo 3). L i i n. -
~- .:. 
i.==1 :,· . . . ... ? " 
From th.ff :.abo.ve and th:e- las-t equa·;t:·ion_ ·in. (Mo 5) we ·otlt-ai11 
-dy + 
Therefore, 
.· '•-., --· ··-. 
(dqi/ci.pb:).l ..... = 









D. . -~' 






wher~ (i,h~l, ... ,n)o Represent (AA.9) by s.h. ]_ . 
Usit1g (AAo 7) and (AAo 9) we have 
. '.' .•.. :: ....... , ... ~ .. ,,.; .... , .... ;,. .. ,.,,_.., ... ,,, 
\ 
c,q. 
ca, 1) 1 
dY 
., . .{ 
• 
The first. term· on the left is the P.rice effect; th~ · 
... 
second term on the left ·· is the income ef feet; the· third 
te_rm on the left is the change i1_1_ slack; the first 'term 
... //,. '• : 
.·.·, .: 
. . 
• • .................. ui.u..• ... '!!. ............................ ~., 
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:On ,.t.:h:e _ -~igltt: ·is: ·t:he p:i;ice offsetting '. ~r,icome·-s lack -e_·f:f'e:ct·. 
Eqt1:a:t·io1:1 (-AA~ -1_0) is called the Generali.zed Slutsky ·Equation 
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§§BB 
HOMOGENEOUS DEMAND FUNCTIONS (z f O) 
• , .. ,. - 1 . .. . : 
Theor't~m 1~ ···For an ar.bitrary · (p,y;z),. #.··(J3~p,,,t3_y,f3z) .·· 
"\., . "\., . . 
= fi(p,y,z) Where [3 > O, (i=l,~.,,n) , ,. . ·if: a.:nd only· if 
n 
I_.· ,. (D.i/~)u·n+hPh = 0 0 
. J __ .J __ - -~--~~~~~ 
j 'h=l 
., . ' ""\ . .·, .. - . •. . . \.. -
Proof~ .By Euler's Theorern_on homogeneous functions we 
s ·s 
know that f 1 (t3p,~y,t3z) =. £ 1 (:p.,y·-;z), (i:=;.l, .•. ,n) .·i,s 








• • • • 




f~(p,y,z) •'='··· dfi(p,y,z)/clp., fi(p,y,z) == dfi(p,y,z)/dy, J 'u . . - ' "\., . ·J y '\, '\., 
and 
-~~----··· . . :1-
:, 
f!(;e,y,z) = dfi(J?.,Y,z)/dzo F.rorn (M, 7) 'we have using 
that 
AD. ~ ( Jl 
D-
AD .• 





Dh s _ D +l · 1 · n 1 ( D )uh+·-+ q.( D ~)p. + 
.. n J J : J 
D0 D /. 





: -~' 4 
Dh. . . . ... Dn+ii 
( D i)uh +·P· + (q.p. -y+z) D = 0 =) IlJJ· JJ 
--'· 
- .. 
i•·. 40 · 
. -:;;·: ..... , .... ~ . .- .- -'" ' .... ,....,, ~ ~.. ,-
·--:·· .-·~· 
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- . - -·-·-·- : .. : 
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: .. -, . 
because (qipi-y+z) = 0, (i=l,.\'.,n) h}'·.·(AA.3). Now, 
(AD .. ID) p. = 0 bec.ause· :it is ;a,.·rt ~:xpansion of - D by co-J 1 J 
- .. 


















Pz 0 - -. ' ·-~ 
(.,._._, 
. 2 
P2' Pz)Pl ( -1) = 
P2·P1)Pz(..;l)3 = 
,IQ." ,· 
,' J • • 
2 
.... pl Pz ........ . 
"' ::~:.:,,'. .. 
. 2 
P1Pz 





D .. p. 
J 1. J = o, (i=l, 0 ·o O 'n). Therefore, 
n 
\' (D .. /D)u. +hPh = O. L -Ji . Jn j·,h=l 
II 
This th-eorem admits the same c.l,as:s :of:. ·ut:i·lfi.·t·y· 
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. ~ ~. 
· • .... ..=r 
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. . 
= o, j I= h, _ z I= o)· . 
Similar, ·to· Chapte·r I, -·pa.-r"t C, we would like to place 
• 
qual-itative restri.c:t:ibns~ on· the a·emand· :funct.i:.cJns (f1.(p, y, z)), 
.. 





-~- -~the __ _j~th~~omm·8dity tl{)t ·t.o be affected· by· a small_chang~~---
•· . ,, .. ,,,..,. .. ~ .... ~ .. a·~·•"•~•~,,., .. 
'' 
,. '.' 
' J • ~ . ·, '. 
. 
. . 
.. _.in _tqe_" ·pi: :j_c~ 9.£ ·t·h~_: .. h~'""::t;h . , 'c:o.riunoq i ty w.h~r.e. "-h. f. j., i o e .. , . · .. " 
•. ·a-.· 
ass:ump.t:i.on (C:. 1) ,s:ti .. ll ho·Id·$ o. - As in Chapter I,. Section C 
t:lii:S .generat·e.s a systerp. of: . n(n--1) ' . second order partial 
' 
PJ_,•• .,pn)' with g¢p.e:ra.1 Solµtion (C.2) . 
.. 
From (AAo 7) we· ·have 
ah = (7'-u ) 
















D +l · ADh. n .1. ~· 1. 
D qh - D 
c)q, Dhi qh 1. ...... ah dY ....,. D 
,, 
dq. Dhi 1 .._ 
qh -- ah dZ D 





··~ -"'S·imilarly,. from (AA. 10) we obtain 
. ,. ······ -~· .,,.. . .. , .. ,, ,. , ... , . ., '. '" '" '" ........ 
•."·, 
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. . . . ·-- - \\ 
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. ·-r., .. 
,., .... ,_.,.:-·--. 
-+--- -····· I " 
~· 
• . .,,• ",·•-,,.~I;',.,.,, 
(. :CC 2). 
··,· ' ' . '"' o . .. ' . 
~: 
·-··· .. ~·---.. 
-· 
.. 
• .... •< L,.,..._. ~ u 
u 
s.ih + ( nth 
.. 
cg·. . oh· . 
= dz 1. + u1. a:h 
J 
( i' h :;:l .. ~ .'O. ·.G O :, n). ·.G' ', 
>;;•, 
. 




.s. -~. + I\ 11 . 
(_O if and only if 
:·• ,. . -'~ . ' . . . 
u .. cin. +1· < "l . .J.. /,\ ,. 
>· :.Q· .if and Oitly ·i·f. 
,,. ;. __ i 
In this case, we wi:ll.- ca..1/1 the 
dq . . .. ·aq. 5 .. · · 
..:.... .. _ -.·--· 
:.i.:n.f·e:r.i or if -=---1 < 0 .. a:nd. . ~ 1 > 00· ay oz As ·before~ if a. > <J 1. 
th::e:·n the behavior of. ·t·h.is ,eq:uation i·s i.dentical· .... ·to the 
. 
t .. r-a.d:itiona.l. case;. and .if: ·the· i:(lci·t:.h -c:ommo.dity· is· not 
, . inferior then we have Sii < o. ,The observabl,e behavior 
for uin+i > A ··· differs ft'om. the traditional ca,$.e as in 
· Chapter I,. ·fat..-'t: C~ 
0 .O:· 0 
V:- y (ICJZ > =ll o q 
0( 0 0 .. 0 0) 
u P1,Pz,<J1,q2 
' ' ' 
REPRESENTATION OF THE GSE 
·"'·~·: .. '; 
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This diagram is ... an approxiqiate representation of .{CC'. 3·), · 
-
··when- ·· u ·1-+. < A o 
" ' 111 1 ' 
· Assume that the price of· commodity 1·· 
·,ti; 
. .. . . 
increases to -Pi a Let the price -effett be represented 
by a· _movement . from ~ · to. , £" Nette 'that we may still be 
at. th"e same level of' 1.:fti.'lit.·y, .due: t·o. the price increaseo 
. 
. .. 
Now· assume that u' ( u 0 • The movement·from a to c 
- -







•'. -c'i. .• ,._.-· 
,_ :e_ < ,th.at .. -corr_esponds to the· sub_stitut.ion·"·effect; · from. · a . to 
(2) the move~~hi from ~ 
• ' ,<r·, 
to £ ,-t:hat corr~sponds to the 
I 
·. 
income effect plus the price offsetting-·income effect 
(for z j= 0) a To illustrate t.hfs, suppose that the price 
·•. 
change is accompanied by an . income· change ( (y' -y 0) > O) 
and a change in z(from 0 z to z 1 ) that ''co.mpensates·,, 
for. the ef feet -~o·f the price change, so that the consumer 
t-em~ins at the same level of utilit:yo This moves the 
1 ... ... ".· .. 1:ne to th~ right parallel to 
. i .. tself, and, ·wh~n just enough compensation has been· 
given, it will be tangent at b to an indifference curve 
-
~ of the family whose parameters are 0 ' (pi,Pz,k), where k-
•••• 
" 
represents the level of utility associ~ted with the indif-
ference curveo .Now, b· repres en.ts the same level of 
-
v. ;._ 
utility as d:id a. In this case, when the· ... consumer maxi-
-
mized his utility, he cut his consumption of commodity 2 '-
(due to ... the revised price offsetting income effect) as 
. ; ... 
·. 
. _ .. __ .. 
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well as commodity.lo 
' ....... 
·., 





is the substitution effect. E:rom (Ceo 3).,. · w-e see that 
b 
-
this effect·may be positive or negativeo 
:, d 
.1f: .the price .. 
offsettin,g, income. effect -we:r·e zero, this wo:u.ld. "re._d11c·e 
( . .___ 
!,I 1,11,\) , 
,._·to the tradition'al (!a:·s·e°' 
.. 
. .. --·--- .---
. . 






···,. .. _l __ n_~: 
"' ., 
·- . " :_'. . 
.... -.. ' .. ,,. ,••.:•:' ... , ......... "•"•· .... ': . : ·. . 
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> 0 ., 
if and only if ah:··.:;: A - uhn+h > 0~ 
Proof: Suppa~-~ 
.. 
. . n: 
.·· __ \_ ..•. 
L 
·i=l 
• .).;.h ir 




l dq. In 1 - qh dph 
i:=1· 
.. i.fh 
From (AA.-7) we have 
ADhi D .. Jl 
ujn+h + -D D 
=> 
Dh.: 
> 0 => ,,,,.T•: D 
·.---.. ..----~- -
... . -: ·-····--. ·.· · ..... ·:..:.. .... -_._, .. ,: ........ ~ 









- I\ - - uhn+h 
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.· ' .S.•. ,. ·r 
;ij()w stippose' ah > .. o, t]:it;-n 
;': 
·Cl. .- • .. 
:~: . 
. 
,. ... . 
This establishes ])a.lf of tl1e theo.retn; and The·orem 4 from 
. . 
~~ ~-. Chapt_e_r I, · Section -~cornbine·d -w:-:'ith t-he-a-bov~re-su-1-ts~, -
•. ,t.: ... -
"· 
es.tablishes the. th.·eor·errro 
. ., . . . . . .. 
. :.. ~~' . . . 
,_:,d 
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·1.·~L_ -~.1· 
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. i_/h .. 
·c)_····· • 
.,q1 . . . 
:':::\ . . ·-p· . cw .a; 
o:p0 · ·i, :: . ":·"1-h 
I .n_ ,. . ·.dq· -~ . :_·_·· .· p1 •• e_.... ;·~, ,( 0 
.. :o,y . 
i~:1-if.h. 
·, 










t_ L i.=·1 
i/h 
.··'·::·: . ::;_1,;~·· ... ·.····· . . ; . :.." ·, , . .,.·:·: 
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: ,.,~,-~, o.;.• :,, •,•••·~•·•.',"''··,• ,u;,, <"~'", ',~, ., •.. 
. :-, .. ·· 
.. , 
,,. ... -· 
,.J" 
. . ..• ") :, ' 11> 1'' ' I •, : /",\,o , I ' 
" 
"':. 
F.r:om (AA!t 7) ·we. ,·b.av:e (Oh i(.D) ah = .. ··· 
.. i"'~ 
i\Dhi 
~ -. . .. . ·- ·------D----
. D.. ·o +la ~ 11 u· . ~ q n 1 D · j n+h :·T h D 







D. q.·h·· .. ·.(· · O: 
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.. ~ .. ·. 
. . oq ~ ...... J· -
. ·. . .. ·. i . '- ·' .; - ,'· . •, 
·p·i dZ. < 0° ,.: -~--  . . ; · . . :·· ' .... · h " .. . 
·· ... · . . . : . 






f:t=dtn·, Cha.pte.r I, S·ection ·c q··oro,lY:ine.d with the.· ab:o.v.e: reS:U .. l ... t.s··,= 
',:e.$:·ta=blis·.hes the theor·.emo 
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In this section, we would like to consider the Gq::se·· 
when 
(DD. 1) 
·.·., .. _ .. 
( . 
... 
,. . . . ~ .. . z, 4. o: 





This say$ thpt the 11i~rg±na1 ut,i1ity of .the ''.· j .. th . commodity 
with re$pect to a s~c::1.ll ch-·ange in the pric·e o.f :t·he h-th 
c-otnm.odity, is eq:-l;lal to the change in th_e_ .marginal utility 
. ' . ,. 
o:f t:he j -th · c·ommoclit·y, wit.h .. r.eSJ>ect· ... to a ···small chang~ in . 
<the h-th commodi·ty, mu·1t··iplied b_y 'the- pri~e o{ th·e 
-h-th commodityo (Note~ The margi~1;1al utilit)r·_-0:f a com-
modity is often defined as the inc.r.:e:as.:e in Ut.:L:·li.ty resulting 
\ 
f1:torn a unit increase in its consumpt·io.n" ) 
Similar to Section D of Chapter_I, ·we have the 
following theorem: 
Th·eorem 4: If .... ·-7."'·'! th.en 
dq. 2- 0qi 
"='> 1 + -
~p Ph dy· 
-- h 
h r i 
·+ ·p ~ + q. 
1. 1 
oq .· 
___ 1 ' . h 
dY ::: ":i _, 
•· 
' : .. 
. ,...,. ---f 
''""'·"!'-~ ••. _,,:;,:.;· 
'/. 
··1. 
·48· /: .... ' 
~ ···-~··"'.". 
~f 
. :"-I ,, .... 
..... 
,· 
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.. : . .!··~· 
~_,, 
d"q. 
·s· -- 2 i 
--_ -c,."h. - ph- -~- z " 




oq. 2 1. . 
.., p. 
1. dZ 
. ''t"~ ... ~ 
P-rocJf] - -~F:.r:o·m- eqttait·1..-btiS: (AAo" 7) a.n:d .. (AAo 9 )~: we have that. 
'· 
.... 
_.-. .., l 
-- ~ 
"Dhi ~-Q dqi 
- D - ~~ qph 
n 
+ _\ ___ .. D. . Dn+li L f> 1. ujn+h ""' qh D 
j··=1 
d -• .n ·n··: - -
- ·_ . •, . : . ---· .. ·, _9_ l 
= :--- _._ .. l. .. -_ ' ' . ] -__ -• 
, -q-_.- -I_ : __ . __ -_ -.: --
- Pph + .··. . . • D ' µJb Ph 
-- j =l 
. . 
,. _;_ ' 
dq- .· 
---- i-
= '-+ dph- . 
n 






D ==·s.h 1. .,, + l 
j =1 
I'" 
- -- _I_n __ 
==· :s- _-_,- __ + ·_. -_ 
· .. · ih- :s)=r 
D.. u +h dq. 
f> 1. u j h Ph + ' ~ dy 1. ' 
n 
Now -the expressi_on.· ~ L 
·• . 1 
_- 3-= 
D. e J l. 
D. ujh Ph may b.e written as 
f)_ 
-·~·., . J_ 
,,. . ~-- ' 
~ ,· 
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" 
From (DDo 2) w.e l1ave the follow:i·,ng:· 
i t ..... ' ...... , ,, .. " ... , .. . . 
.
aq
1. 2 aq 1. .dq. + + . c..L }_ ~- =-=.').· ,___ - . p . ~ .. p·.. :,-·· q " ~ 0 op:." . ·. 1 oy l. , 1 oy 
. ." . 1 
. Qqi + 2 dqi + + __ •. dqi dpt .·• ... pi ... dy . p·i qi dy < O · 
Therefor'=:, w:e: ·obta·.i:n .:t:·h.e f'Cll.l·ow·ing i.neq.uality~ 
" 
dq. 2 2,q. dq. 
~-1. + ·p .1 + q. ,. 1 < 0 0 dp. 1 ~y 1 dy 1 
Similarly, we have 
dq .. oq. 2 dq. 1 i 1. 
< 0 - q~ .., p . dp. dZ dZ 0 1 1 
I 1. 
' . 
if the '. i-·th ; . . . . :c·-ommodity is not inferior we have the · 
'tlaw of demand'',' (.i.cteo 
,__..., 
aq./t1p. < O)o 


















,,. ·" ,· • ":".~..- _ •• ~-- ;-,· I 
. -~·· 
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-- ' ' .. ' we have 
dqh. ·-·- ~--. 
'""' q ... ---~-z 0 L. 0 
.. 
V , 
Theorem (5 L~ The· =ut·-i'lit.y ·functions (Do 2) d:o· rtot admit 
.. -
demand funct·io.ns ·tha.t ·are, ,ho·mog~rteous of .d::egree zero in 
{p,y,z). 
s . ~ 
Proof~ As,surne: ·t:bat 
. .· • ... · . -.. . .- . .. 
]_ -·· . . 1. f ( p, y, z) ~- f (mp, -J.n·y, .t11z) . ·f:o:r· m :> Q: 
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, . ~~ ~.: .. · . - ' 
. -·----·---- ···-----·- ·-
-- ......... - . - ........ -- --· ··:, :• ··.-· -·· .... , .••.• ,. ... ,., .. ., .• _,.__...,.,.,.._ ...... _. .. w.,r.,:,-!;',"":"" ·;·;; -- -
'· 
. . .,f 
. ,;:-;.-,.:___., 
~-
.; n .... 
. L '' Dhi Ph = ' () .• 
. c h··._,"1·_ 
':~-L. 
,. -· .. 
Tt.-i}s i.~p-lies: · t.:hat 
:n 
I ~:~ Ph + Ph qh·; CJ~; + P~ . d~; + Pi. =· 0 or 
h=l L 
(DDo6)n ,, _ 
.· - · ... \ ::i Ph ·- ·. dqi . 3 d9i 4 .. 2 0 .. L .phq h Tz - · .Ph · oZ · · · P.i ~ ·.· Q 
h==l h 
. .. 
.. .... . ; ... :: . '~-" ,., 
'· 'l . 
·-~ 0 . ~-· 




By Euler I s theorem on homogeneous funCtlons and the above, . · · · 
• • 
we have · fL(p, y, z) == £1.{rhp, my, mz) if and only if 
i 





3 dq~ p 1. > 0 h dZ 
{ 
I.;. ·1 ; ), 
, 1 = · .. ,. -~ Q. Q , n , 
" 
which iµIplies that all commodities are inferior. Our 
.. 
·.n 
money income constrain -s:ta't:es· t·ha_· __ · t ... - L·-i 
I . 
·], ~-
P·, q· : .. _ ' •· 
.. 1 .l = .Y 
i ~ l 
l'} ,I·."~, 
• 
From this -constraint we hav~: dqi 1 d = . > 0 




we have a eentradiction. Similarly, we obtain~ 
.·.\. 
5. 2·. -~··-· ·-: .. ', .. '.: 
'<ii 




. -. ,,,.-=-· 
•·. 
. ~ 
·_ ... , 
I .. 
• '\,~'"' I '•" ' I I U ' •"""\ ...................... ~; 




• - . l, · .... 
·", 
' > • • • •• ,. 
.. ·contradiction: ·f:or :t:.h.e· :s:-:e·.:c;;ond i.n·eq11alit_y·, ·- :hen·cre t·he :t:J:·i:-e:otJ;?.m 
,,,,dP~,.,'..-,·-,.:·~·~(1,,;.,"'-f;r~1~-'t;.,,...,·:, .... , ... :-,~~~--._ ...... ,. ..... s~~ ........... t ... ·• ,. ...... _~'.~: ..... Y' .... -"~~ • ..:.r";;..:;.;.~· ... ".,~ ...... ,,.,.,.. , • __ ,: ,:· ~ ... ,~. j.; -~.:.-. ··· 






Now we ·obta,i:m t_he f.o~lowi.ng:. ·in:.e.quatities (these -~t--e .. 
-re:s·t:1;i.c·t-.ions .on demand fun.c·tions):·~· 
'.·DD .'7:)-· .. \. .. 0 • 
.;. ,.,.,:._, _J-,·, 
{This in~quality .. fo.l_lows .di·rect--ly from :(DDO 6)0) ___ An 
,, ,,: ·.:. ~ . '. . ..... ,.. . . . . . -~·- . -, ~ -. ~ . ·-· . 





n n n· c,-, c,q. 
_dqi 
., dq. I I ·I rl 1 ... 1 {DDO 8) + + .. > 0 dph Ph qhph ?Jy d . . () ·Y . . . ' . . ·- h=l h~l h-~1 · . 
_; 
hfi h/i h/i 
(This inequality .follows ~t-Qm (DDO 3. 1) and (DD. 5)) 0 
. l ._ 
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'., ': ~ ., ,~,, ··.:.;~t, • 
o· 
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'' 1 · 1 
. D I D11 I < O; • 
,. D 
·<- , ~.._.;r· 
·::i 





( 0 0: 
o ·o ·.' · 
/' .. 
0 ~- '· 
D· - D -
· · n 1 ° ·" 0 .-- nn -~ 
I"' , · . 
. _ ....... ---::::=---------:.-=-::----.~_..:..: __ ·~--~ 
-- ~- - . - -~·. ~- -- ·-----·-----~- -
., 
. " 
·· . Using this and (DDo 2), we obtain the followirlg, (as in f6t 
-
p~ 114]) restri.ctio·n·s· OP .d~:~11and- functions~ 
1_ - ' .. - ':• .~ . . ··- - .:. 
.. ~ .. 
Clqi Cq. ·. . .. 2 
--- + q ..... 1 + p. + p. ~-c)p. J.. -o_y -_. l; --1 
1 
> ·Q .. 
' 
e,q. {)q. 
2 dq. dq. dq. 2 2,q. 1 1. + l 1 1 + 1 ac, q. 
. -dz p. _, pc dZ ca, q. Tz p .. """ p. dp. dp. dZ 1. 1. ]_ J J J 1 J 
' 
- > _:o, 
.. ( i ' j = 1, ·o· Cl ,O ., :n_, . i/j_ -~ 
m n 
l I ,. F.tom (DDO 5) and · (DD., 9), we have the 
i=l j =rnTl 





. •"' - . :'· 




















dq* dq~ . p? dq. ( ]_ + ' -i . d~) qj ··Tv·+ dp. y . J J > 0 
· r·.-m-. __ .: : ·I.n-· __ •... -_. ~-.. ' . 
:: . . 
' . 
·• 
. . : . . . 
i~l j.·~+l 
·_ (dqi dqt, 2 dq. . 
:P:i-P_J-· dp. - qi . d·z - PJ··~. d~) > O. 
.. . . J" 
This is ou·r .. final restriction ·-on '·d'.erna.nd,· functions o ... 
... 
"'.; . . ' . . :·:·. - • •• ' _.,, ' • -· ~. u .-· .. • - -· ... • ~ .... 
... '-~ J.! ' 
Economically, this· says that,., if the · _i=t.h . commodity is 
inferior, -then your .c.t>:n-s11mp·tiori·· .o·f· t.he· j~t·h comrnodi_ty 
(assuming· that the j -th c;ommodi.ty is: .s·up·erior)' will 
increase with an increase :in ·incorne ·y·; or a decrease irt· 
the pr~ice of the· j-th 
·c-qmmodi t y 
· This is -~s imi1··ar 
. ··i; 
to the results in [7, Ps 100~105]~ As in the previous 
section, all commodi.t:;ies can be complements or substituteso 
I'." .•• ·,:· 
,·:., 
.. ., .... ~ ... ·~·; .... , . .,,,·,:.\ . ,: . .. ·~\ 
I ,; \ 
.. , 
.f·-c.· 
. ·. q . 
- - - ·• -~ .. 
,, .· 
' !'I, .... ' 
5 5 - --'----- ~ .. ·-·· 
...... :.,:. 
.. 
•.• - . 
.f \ .
. · .. 
'• 
. ~,: .•' - -~' ··::"'" ., .. ••:• ··"1·::11· ' I: '•_'.1' "''"'"' ~'"'"' 000< .,l,,,_, ,.~,.,o ...... ft,•r••" ""''. ." • •• ' '."""' 
' 
' \ 
. . .,; . 
.· .. ·, .• ~ 
. . . ' 
• ."t .:···: 








OPTIMIZATION OVER TI_~ 
Problem Formulatiori 
1 - -· 
We would now like to consider, wha:t happens in. ·the ·:'.:·,I),·. ' 
.. 
'"inultiperiod·-Ccl.Seo· He.re; we w'.i'll. assll_me that t:WUe .is 
divided into periods of equal lengt:h,_ ~nd .. market trans:,~ctio·ns 
. 
are assumed to be limited to the first -day of each peri~do 
·, I 
_. ·-, .Dur::ing the~ -remai·nder of th,e :perio.-d,. the c·ons_umers supply 




is ··no longer'. bounded by cl, si_n,gle_,period b:µ·d._gE2.t constrainto 
.. ·He :may spend. more or 1-esrs t·han his cur.r-eIJ¢- -:;L11co.me and 
.• 
bor-row or lend the diff:erenceo 
' 
.In :t·his analysis·· we_: must not only corisid::e.:r t:he. go_od_s-: 
market, b·ut also th,Ef b·o·:nd marketo The bond \market deals· 
w±-t-h the· ·¢oJ\c.e·p:ts o·f: -·bo·rrowing and lendingo- F'or our 
.. 
··prese~t analysis, we- wil-1 make the following ass1.1:mptions 
about the bond market-~ 
Assumption (Ao 1): Consumers;- are· :f':ree to enter into 
borrowing and lending cont:r:act:s- onl·x: ·dn t11.e· first day of 
each periodo 
' 
Assumption (Aa3): There is only on~ t~pe of credit 
instrument (bonds with·~ on-e~period duration). 
·--.- r 









. _.. - --- .. , 
. ., 




· Assumption (Ao 3 ), : The b-6nd ma:rke:t:· .. is,:. -,perfectly ·cc-+ 
d 
Assumption (Ao 4):. Borr·.owe.r:S $.e .. 11 .bonds to ·1.ende·r-s 'i_n: 
·, r . . . . . 
exchange(. for specified amount·s ·· of cur·:re.nt· :purc~as:i:ng· p·.dw~·i:. 
) 
.. ; / 
I (money) o. • ) 
repaid without default on the·. fo·l.1.:.otv.in·g_ marketing ~,da_te·o , · 
, 'II 
.. ,.,,.. ·:··· ... Not_~ .. :.:Sh~~-t a.s.st;tmption (Ao. l} ,f·o.1::l·ows from. the £ act 
.that we are consi·d1er·ing di$Cr:·ete timeo As the perio.d :is: 
defined to ·b:.e· smaller and .smaller, market transactiofl:S· 
become mo.re frequent and are continu.ous in the liniit.7 






_..:.. ··.~ .,. 
I 
••.•L: .• ,, .... 
·• 
-l " 
, .... :.---,· 
.. 
3 
' .. ,, ... 




,;: ) ' :1 :) . '"' .) 
~-:;·i;- _; ' -.. - ' .• 
/ 
·• 








" :._ - ----~· 
Let b(t) be the bond posi.tion of some ind::iVidti.:Ei'l on . ., 
the t-th marketing··dat·e~ .. ·:rf b(t) < o, he i.s a-· -b·orrower 
with bonds outstanding ,and 111ust repay .. b(t) dollars plus 
the appropriate borrowing fee on the (t+l)-th marketing 
date~ If b(t) > O, ·he is a lender who holds the bonds of 
~ . 
• : - J ' ,. '- ., ,, '· • 
· Others cind will receive b(t) dollars plus the appropriate 
' 
borrowing fe~ on the (t+l)-t-h ·· marketing 'date" Let 
r(t) be the market rate .of iti:terest -connecting the t-th 
and (t+l)-th marketing dates, then a borrower rnust repay 
b(t)(l+r(t)) .dollars on the (t+l)-th market!ng date •. 
Similarly, a lender receives b(t)(l+r(t·)) dollars on the 
(t+l):th marketing dateo 
Assume that we have a finite number of periods, say 'T • 
.. 
If an individual invest b(t) dollars at the beginning of , 
·the t-th ma·rket~ng date, and let it remain there until 
the T-th marketing date, then his total return on his 
.i,...tr,1\~;"•.,'.•,:.•I','.'; ,.:.:.:, .• , ,:, •• ,:··, '''.' ·:. ' ' , ' ' '·'••J•V.1,:.•;.-~,-·. • 
. . 
investment would be, T = (b (t) (l+r(t)) (l+r(t+l)) ... 
q, 
..• (l+r('r-1)) - b(t). Let ~(t,T) represent the marginal 
.. 
rate of return, then since our borid ~rket is perfectly 
........ ~, ~ 
competitive, ~e have 
.. ~ 
, .. 




(Bl) ~ - ~ r ,.'.."'. 
= .(l+r(t))(l+r(t+l)) ... (l+r('r-1)) .... 1. 
' :~ 




.' ' ,. 
\,' ... ., ' 
" 
,. 







. ---,_ .- .. - ~~-.-~~:: ..... -,.~-~--~-_.-._ .. -•... --~.- .. ·.-· "'' 
~--;, 
.. 
-... . ' _; 
;. 
·we will defin~ ~(t,t) = O,~ which· states ·.that an· investor 
e 
will earn a zero rate ·""of retur:11 if he _.buys· and sells bonds 
·on ~e same marketing d.ateo ... 
·"' The exi.s tence -of·· .a ·bond market implies that ·a rational 
'in::d:ividual will not consider one dollar payable on the 
} -· •·. . - -...::. -- . ' .;. ... . ..,. 
·_g_urrent '(t==l) marketing date equivalent to 1 dollar pay..., 
. ' 
~\------------~-~-~ 







. ..... ,.,,_ . 
-, 
on. t];i.e _second ·_mark~,ttng date is the market equival:ent o,f •1 ) 
0 V 
• ;. ' ¢" 
(l+r(t)) .. ~1 dollars payable on the first. The ratio 
(l+r(t))-l is the discount rate8 for am~nts payable on 
i).s ~ 
the second marketing· date() · The prese·nt value, sometimes 
called the discounted value, of y(2) dollars payable on 
the second marketing date is -1 y(2)(l+r(l)). l dollars o • 
In general, the· discount rate for sums· payable on the - t-th 
marketing date is 
[ (1 +r ( 1) ) ( 1 +r ( 2) ) ·~· • ! 1 +r ( t -1) ) J -l ""' ( 1 +~ ( 1, t) ) - l . 
From (Bl), we fuave that an investment o.f (1+~(1,t))-l 
. dollars on the first mark.etirig: d:a.t·e ··wi .. l,:1 have a value ·of 
1 dollar on the .t~tho 
Consider the following income· s:t)r.eiclm, (y(l),y(2), •. 0 
\. 
o.o·!» ,y(rr)), where y(l) is the incotne on· .. - the first marketing 
day, y(2) the incom_e -on the· second marketing day, etcu 
I 





. -.s· . ..-.g· .·- ,.. __ ,:d,--, . ' .. • . .·' . 
. ,•, 












:.:..:.::. .. ,·• 






-~-'. . ~. 
·' 




y(2l . · · y(T)· -
. y = y(l) + (l+((l, 2)) +. • '+ (1+~ (1, T)) • 
· If all interest rates are positive1 the discount rate 
increases· .artd' ·t,h·~ · ·p:re:sen~· va.lu·~ .of. any :·fixed a:m-ciunt: 
dec_reas e.:s- ·a.s ·t 
.. • .. ' .. 
.. ' . ~ ,• . . l-nc-re-as,es· ~-
. . ' •. ' . - -- -· -~ -
In the analysis to follow~ we will. assume that 
- .. . --- ---' ---~ 
'?,. ::,,, .., 
-~----___,assumptions _ (A.~1) and (A. 2J of the first chapter ~h-o~ld~ .. -o_ --~---~ ·~---
. .. ·- ( 
,, 
- __ The finite ho_riz-cJt1·. T i.s assumed. t.:o -be .... :~he · rema-·-ind·e.r- of. 
' . 
. , . 
-···t·he~ expected·· l.if'e::t··:tm:e:::':{)f.· -t·he- C~0Il$t1.w-er·.·o 
We now ·have ·t·he _f_o·1·1owing maxt.m·ization problem: 
Maximize· u( q ( t):, p(t·') , .. t) 
~-
1" 
"\' .. ~ . (y(t) - f: 
.. 1 J-=. 
,p.{t)·q.•:('·t))(l+~(l,t)) cml• 9 J .. ·J . . 
. :-r~l 
·L.,. '. i 
. . . 
maximum .. ar-e 
.. 
·.iii 









where A is a Lagrange multiplier. The nece·ssary and 
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1 ... _ __ _ o o I 19 \B3) ' 0 • 19 
./ 0 I 
-
- - . . _: ,- ' -. =1 
·.· ulk <i ( t), ~ ( t)' t). 0 0 ukk (~( t)' £(t)' t) .rk< t) (l+~ (1, t)) 
· · · -=1 
- · · 6 l \ p 1 (t)(l+~(l,t)) ... ,plc(t)(l+~(l,t)) \ 0 
. - - . 
- - -- •. . . ·_ .-. .,... . . 
- - . . . .. ···-- ' \ 
( = 1) k > 0 (k =2, .•. , n) . ', 
f---------~ -- ~ ----~~---~---------------,------- ----~------------'------· 
,The- system. (B2) can~ be-· ·w~ritt·en. as·-· n+l · implicit · 
functions in 2n+4 _arguments (q1:(ooo,qn,A'pl,o·oo_, __ Pn,·Y,~,t)o 
At point (q'1 , •.. ,qn,I,i,'1~; .. ,Pn'Y'f't) they vanish 
.. 
~nd thei~Jacobian is 
.. 




lJ '\., '\., 
- - - . kl 
-pj (t) (1+~ (1, t)J · ', 
1 
0 
Similar tb Section I, the·. i-t{ip--l_toit_ funct·ion theorem 
-.:i. 
·t·-ells us that there exists- dema.rtd functions . . . . . . ' . . . . . . - . . ' . 
• 
-q· = f 1. --( p ·( t ___ :) ' y<(_ : t ) .•. , ~- '( t ) ~ t )" 
. ··:_i. ·, s J .. 
'\., 
iri a neighborhood o·f (p(t), Y(t), !(t), t) which a.re unique 
I'\., 
}\ 
1 ·and po~-ses~ continuous first partials in this neighborhood 0 
Taking the total .d..i.ff_:e·rential of (B2), we obtain- the 
' 
l. following 
. ,.. . ~' 
i;;ft-·· 






··- .~;:.. ······· 
·' 
·I 
• ~~- ··1 . 
) 
.. 






(B4) /\(1+~ (1, t)) -ldpi - . I uin+k dpk - ui2n+l dt ... 
--k~l 
.-2 .. . . .· 
A p . ( 1 +~ ( 1, t)) · :d'~ ( 1, t )· 
. 1 . ~ 
depend upon t where. (t=l, ... ~T); 
. ., . ,l ' •• • ... 1. 
..... 
- .~: _r. .>, • 
_; . ... ·----~ ...... .:. .•.•. ,' .... 
• •• 1•r"< 
·n n. 
( ... \ .. p.'dq.)(l+S(l,t))'."1 = .. dy + ( \ q.dp.)(l-~(l,tf)-1 
.!J 1 1 . L 1 1 i=l ~ . . i=l . 
. n 
.... ( l Pi qi) (1 +~ (1, t) )-2 as (1, t) , (t=l; ..... , 1). 
' i=l 




a • • u 1 n· =p1(l+~(l,t))- 1 dql 
• ., 
• 0 ., 
.. ·\ ., • 0 
• CZ> 1 • 
u cmp1 (_1+~(1,t)) dq nn. n unl ·~-~ 






A Pi ( 1 +S ( 1, t) ) d S ( 1,t) "". 
. . - - .... - -- . 





• n . e - • 
i\(l+S (1, t) )-1dpn .., I unn+kdpk - . Aph{1+s (1, t)}-2as (1, t) -
k·=l 
n 
-dy + <I qidpi(l+S(l,t))-l -









. ·-,-cl ( :~::/' 
j: 
V ,( 


















- < I pi qi) (l+g (1, t)) ""2dgc1,, t) 
. i=l 
.. -:-:: . . -.: 
r 
•• 
If we let D = u ... =pi(l+g(l,t))=l 
0 
.. 
' • ~ -• L~ • 1-J . ,· ... ''" . . . - . l 
·-p. (1·+~ (1, t'}:)·..., · 
J . 
---·-···--·-,,. 
then using Cramer vs ·Rule we C::a·n· solve (B4) u:qi_que,1>7· fo:r· 
(dq1, ••• , dq0 , dA) o Hen·c:e.,. we o·b·tain 
·' 
(BS) , tij 2n+ 1 dt) 
n 
.;,. <I /\pj (1 +S (1, .. t)) ""2 Di i d g ( 1, t) ) + . . 




(-dy + I 
i=l 
.. ,\ .. ·.: .. : .... ,.: .. :, .. ;_.... . 
. :-,, ... ,' ·• . 
-~.-:--· . ..-
'r •• · ·~, ~. 
I • ~,::._' : 
··:·.·. 
,, ...... ~. ) 
j ::==i . 
n 
qidp'i (l+g (1, t)) =!- ·. = ( l 
;. ; ..;..;_1 
.· ci1..··-~ 
I 
' ( t =l, 0 e e ' 'T) ' 




. i " 







·"':-~r·-·, ..... ~." 
. - . '. l 
F''' ·-··-• 
-----~------· ,. . .. ,.,,• ...... ,., ... : ............... . \., .. 
. . ·' -~::;,.--· .. ~-.. 
--
~-




. ~ ·n 
di\ ,= i(i+~ (1, t))-l l 
. . .· j=l 
Djn+l 
D dp .... 
.. J 
. ·I'i .. 
... < I; ... Dig+1 
~- k · 1 
..J:·,_: __ ·_-=· 
1;: · . 
. 
( f __ . D. +1 f, L _J~ Pj d~(l, t))) + (-dy + L qi!;lpi 
j=l i=l 
It .... ,. 
(1 +~(1, t)) -1 ·~ ( I: pi qi) (1 +((1, t)) - 2d~ (1, t)) 
-~. l 
.1~-
. . D 
.n+li 
D 
H·ere D. . den_.o.tes- .the: ciof.a_-c-tor :of the ele1ne.n-t. :o,f· t-he Jl -
The system of equatio:ns 
" 
(BS) gives ch-a_.r1ge:s it1 t-he· 'Unknowns ( d q . , o o o , d q , d ") ·· · for 
:t n 
sufficiently Sm.all :chan-ges in: .p•, y, ~' and to Consi:,der 
" the ... ,f pl lowing ,~p.ec.·:L_al .c·a·s-es 
dq./?Jy 
·(B6) .. _ i 
-dq •. /-. --d.e_--









In D.. . . 1 ]_ CS) n·_u. +h + 
.· Jil -0 -
j =1. 
= (A f: D6i pj)(l+~(l,t))-2 
. j =l. -
n= 
- < I 
i=l 






;· .•. :-:-· 
,.<'·.: 
-~ :. , 
• _,L••!?::"_, 
..,..~·-···........... ... ·······-··--.. ········ ---
,.., ... _ ... :~·, 
...... _ ........ __,., 
.. . 
,-.. ' ,.,f, ........ , . . ~-L~- .. 



















·· aq ./ot 
1· 
. 
= u , ... 
.. h2n+l 
(h=l ,-•. , . , n) ( . -1 "' . ) 1- , ••• , n 




:d.q .. _/d:Ph = ~hi (p, y, e.:,·t') l. . . "v 
: ... :-· 
... .. . ' ·~ ~ 
.. 
• • 
clqi/d~. = ft(£,Y;~,t), dqi/c)t = f~(~,Y,~,t) : 




,. 'for· by· ·an inc,ome chqn:g,E=: so that we remain a·t the same level 
g· 





p. dq. + 
l 1 
un+h dph + u2n+l dt .. 
.-. 
. where (h~l, 10 o ~, n), (t=l,. o o, 1") from (B2). . From this 
and (B4) we obtain 
i' ,; . .,,, 

















: ' . .' 
I ,; 
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Now le.t si .. h = (2)q~/dp )· -1 h . .( i ,-h = 1, • o o , n) . 
,' 
· · -u· · -c .. -o·n- -s··  -t· · - a· ·no:··-F.· .-~ .. .:, .,·:·: ·. ,.: . · __ ·,_::. . ·. '.· .L·:.· ., :·. - -, :·· ,,. __ 
From (B6) and (~ 7) we obta.i1Y .th,e. f,o_l .. l·ow:il.n.g f_··o.::r-m of th:e. 
Generalized Slutsky '.E·quatiort:, 
~-··7 
The first term on the le-ft. is the price e·ffect (similar · 
to Chapter I); the sec . cYnd term on the left ·is t·:he income 
.e·ffe .. ct · (here, discount·irig .t:.-akes ·place). The fi:rst :te.-rm· 
on the right is the substitution effect with di§counting; 
and -the second. te~m on t·he. :.rig_:ht is the price offsetting 
' . income effec·t (differen:t ·fro111: .Chapter I) 0 
I· 

















·- .. 1:r .. ~ 
t" -- . ' FOOTN"OTES FOR CHAPTER rr·I 
. . 
'7 . . . .: ·~.:· . . 
· ·.:,F·or the continuous case, int.·e_rest must· be C'omp·ounded 
't,,, •• I 
,continuous··1y. If interes.t is compoundecl oont:inuous ly, · the_ 
value of princip_l.e and comp_ound: int.e.r:e,st- -a:t t.:irne t 





whe:r.e: r- :is. the ,·-in.te:.re:s·-t:, rate per ·y:e:at wh-i.ch i.s a·ss-ume.d 
}'·,._ . 
. . 
l ,. : 
:t·o r.emain un:changedo Notice that~ if w do_llar-s i.s invested 
:a'°t compound .. inter-e.st at lOOr percent, per y-ea1; -compounded 
yearly, then the amount,after x years is y ~here 
y = w(l+r)x (t 
_ " r nx 
y = w(l + n) • 
"' 
;From _e-~lementary calculus, we know th.at-· -e ·-i-s:. -:d_e-f-_ine,.-d: as 
1 n lim (1· + -) 
n • Now, we have· the following 
r n/r rx 1' m nx 
E) .,__._, w (1 + ~) .. = w (1· + -) ,. --- ~ w(l + n m n 
l) m ' rx • (1 + and we as n -'r 00 since -? e as m, 
' m 
n = rm, tends to infinity. 







. ~· . 
', -













.. - .. "'..' 
.. ,_:. 
.-., .. 
8Example of Discount Rate 
l ~ .• ,... • , .. 
Suppose all interest·:-r-a·t-.es · :a.re o 10. Then $1. 00 
w , 





$. 91 payable on the- fir-st mark.e.·ting date:o 




Let b(t) ~ .91 and r ( t) = o 10, then: b(t) (l+r(t)) = 
; ' 
.91(1+.10) = .91 + .09 = l.1 00- or (l+r(t))"'1 == CK> 1 . ' (1+.10) · = • 91 0 
~ • • • • , • ~~ ' • ' • -.J. . -;: - ·, ·, ••• 
90ur. original mori~y income oon~traint,, Would yield the 
follow~ng 
n . ' l •pi (t)qi (t) ~ y(t), 
i·=l 
' 
,• . .,J 
... 
(1 ~ t ~ T).o 
In our present :s:ituation, the cons:umer 's total incortte 
rec~ipts on the t-th marketing date are the sum of his 
E; .. arned income and his interest income from bonds h·e·1a: 
d'.t1t·i.11g. t·h·e .:preceding period: (y(t) + t(t~l)b(t-1)) .. .H·. ·_··· 
·-1S· 
. . - . . 
i.n.t.e·r:e-s·t i·nt!•ome: will be p.o-sitive if his bond holdings are: 
po:sit-iv·e and: ne-gative if.- his bond ho:ldings are· negative, 
i.e., i.f he is· in debto 'His expected .:s:av:t·ng.s on the t..,th 
marketing datei,--- den"ote:_a: · .by ·s ( t), . are d·efi:ned as_ the -
difference between his· expected total income: -a,.rtd total 







s(t) = y(t) + 'r(tc:.l)b(·t ... 1) 
,'.!}_ 
.( t-=1 .. , ... •· ... , T) -. 
---~-· .j -
. \. 
..... 1, . ' , .... 
. ,:..-
n 
= \. - .p,. (t)q. (t), L. 1 _,i i=l ' . 
l, , • 






•• ' •• ii 
.c.:.:....,J-: .• 
- --~··.!--:... :" 
' ·"'\ 
,, 
. - ~ ,\~,,-·,.·.,~.:._,'.:-,):···· 
,. 
.~-· 
-- .•.. _.J 
.. 
.. ..If the consume.r is at, the beginning of his· earning life, 
his initial bond h0Jdi11gs {b(O)) represent his inherited 
"· w·eal tho For s impl:_i·fi6.~tion, we will assume: t:hat :the- ~onsumer, 
. • ,,d 
is at the beginn_ing: of .. hi.s "ear~i11gs l:Lf.e a.nd .t.hat b(O) = O. 
· On each ma-rk.et!ng dat~ ·th.e __ co11s11m_~-r wi1.1. irtcrea.se or decrease 
.the value of his bond holdings by t:he '·amount .pf: his savings 
on that date~ 
.... . :.., ~ . ; .l i ., •. .. ' .., ~· ' ••• .',-,- ' . : ~ . : . .... -
(.**) .b-(t·) = b·(·t·,..,1) +· $(--t:)· 
' ', ... .. ·: 
~-: 
·.· · Using (*) and (*'1¢), . th$ c:.onsumeT1s planned bOnd 
· :holdings can be ex:pres:s··e::Q as . . a: rttrtc.t·i-cJ:t1 cJf his earned 
incomes, his co:ns·unlpt·,:t_on :leve·Is} ·. plt-~G-e-·s ·and ,·interest 




~ (y ( l,.) = ,_r'r· .... ·-___ · b(l) L P:t (l)qf (:L)) 
;.. ._., 
··"· .. ···1 
:l~--
b (2) = (y{:t) = r pi(l):qi(l)) (l+r(l)) + (y(2} 
., - ·1·· , __ :=· L-·· : 
-n 
= L · pi (2)qi (2)) 
_i-~l . 




- l p~ (2)q~ (2)).(l+r(2)) + 1 l 
i=l 
n. 










~ . -··. \'· .... ........ ........... , ............ ! ..... ,. . ...... , ... , ..................... ~ .... ," ., .. , '"""'·' ,,, .. ,., .. ·-· .. ,·,., .. , .. .,,,,. , . .-..... ,.,,,.,,- .•. .• " . 
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I ' P!';·_''-~n: _gene!al, 
,: .- ,. "~-. -. -- ·-·- ~=-::':'"..:....-~.r. - --- ·---;;~'.;.:, ... : 
.. . 
" . ;;p· n 
(y(t) ~ __ \'·· p. (t)q. (t)) (l+S(t,T)). L 1 . 1 . 
.. .. . 1 ]_:;:: . 
b(T) 
Assuming that the. consumer· leaves· .h,i.s: he:·irs ne:f.t·:he::r····:·a.ss·e,t.:s ' 




b(T) = I 
- t=::l 
n 
(y(t) =. I pi (t)qi (t)) (l+S(t,T)) :: o. 
i=l 
Dividing through by the constant (·1+~(1,T)),·· ·t;.l1e abov·e 
.,.!,"'! 
• • ••L ~ 
eipression may be writtert as 
T T n l y ( t) ( 1 +S ( 1, t) ) = l "" L ( I pi ( t) qi ( t) ) ( 1 +S ( 1, t) ) - l 




(l+r(l)) .• ~(l+r(t-1)) = (l+S(l,t))-l • 
·o 
:. . '· 
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·- . . '\ 
. . 
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......... -~-,., __ .. .-, ., 
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APPENDIX 
-..... -r NA.SC- for Homogenequs of Degree m > 00 
• • • Thm: For an arbitrary (p,y), £1 (~p,~y) ~ ~mf1 (p,y) 
.... ------ -,. 
where ~ > O, m > O, . i ==l;~ ••• , n, if and only if 
n 
\' (I>k./D)uk +·P· = cemf1 (p,y). L 1 n J J j·,k=l· 
·.:.., .. 
:.,,,;:r 
. . }~{. .:.:-
Proof: 
~-- . 
.) By E~ler 1s theorem ort homogeneous functions 
n 
l • • • • 1 1 1 · f.(p,y)p. + f (p,y)y = mf (p,y) where J J y . j=l 
Using (2.3) we have 
n 
l 
. k, j =1 
i\D • • ( ,fi 1 Dki . 
- D Uk +.)p. = mf1(p,y) =) 
n J J 
(Dk. /D)uk +· · p; = -mfi (p, y) => i . n J J . , . 
,· 





-~ . - ...... . ~ : --· . - - . ·. ':"· · .. 








·,,;.·-·-............. :;_ -·:·-t:•, ... 
,_,_ . ., 
. . 










The, utili.t·y functidtl'" ,c:ain. 0 t b·e: "homogeneous .:o:t·: degree 
/' .. 
. (; in prices 
- --; ···-· .-~ -- .·· . 
··By-Euler I s theor'e·.rn :we h·ave t.ha·t 
.f 
Now suppose pi f ·o, then we have tJie u.n+i (q~ f3p), = 0 => 
u +~ (q, p) = O, (i=l, 0 ct O j·ti)._.:, :t~fo-tiG.e.: that this. ·violates n i - _ 
·, 
assumption (Ao3), si11·ce the assumption state:s. that u + ~ ~ o,-n 1 
where the inequalit.y- is strict fo:ir a_t_ le-ast. otie ig - Hence 
u(q,p) can·not be J1.01II0.geneous-· .o:f. degre·e:- ;zer-_-_d it1 :p_r_·i,.ces, 
. Demand ·f11po:1:;::i:oti_. homogeneous .of -d.egree O ==> utility 
:funct-ion · homogen,e:OU.S.· ,o.-f .. degree. . n1; (m>O) o 
Proof: 
that is 
Suppose is homogeneo.us .. cJ'f degree O, 
• • 1 · 1 f (~p,~y) = f (p,y) ' 
. .. ·.• -... . . ~-
( i =1, •. o • , n) • 
1 




D .. p. 
. J :L J 
n 
- l Dkj_ ·D ~n+j .Pj = 0 ==> 
j,k=l 
72· · 
!:, t ,:· 
:_q· 
... · .. ~· 
"·: ..... ,,;.· 
: 0 



















.. .. ~-- :: ---: .-,-..-. 
. ·' 







. ( 1) 
-t 
•'I!'· 
·p-. • -= O:._ J .· 
.. 
Now C- h_o-·o-·•s·-_-e:· __ t-__ -h•·.-··e-_·_- :_c··a-_·se_--.: '-w··h_ere. n~2 In vie f th··'s · .-~--- o •• w "Cr_: -. : : :.i. -__ we s·.ee 
that the general so1ut·ion is-
.... ...:_ ... 
-------
-·--· ·---- ';----~~---- -- ------ --~~-~ 
r • 
Now suppose u(q,p) is homogeneous of degree m > O, in 
.''b," p, then 
·'!!"-'•..; . 
It is obvious _;that this als.o -:sat.is:fie.s (l)" Notice that 
-m-1 · u + . ( q , f3 p) p ~ = -mf:>_-,. , · u ( q , p) 0 n 1 1. 
Now choose ~ = 1, to obtain 
.· 
., 
.... , .. 
·:, ., 
-~· .. :•· 
Case 1: ·Suppose m > O, then a.1.1 hypothe:.s-:i_:s a~nd Equation (1) 
are satisfiedQ 
· Case 2: Suppose m == O, then. a·.ssurnption (Ao3) is violated. 
i: 
<I< 
So m must be > , 0 • 
,' :··· I 
.• 
Utility function homogeneous of deg:r·e·e: , :m > 0 ... in 
prices => Demand function homogeneous o,f ·d:e
1
gree • r · in " 
prices-~-- ·(pi; i=l, o .--., n) and -.. money income (.y) •. 

















~ .~',.~k~:,~;,;. :. ~· - . 
. ' ' 
. . .. ~ •"(. 
·::-':-· ···=1~.: ·r 
J ·.· ,, 
. •..; .. 
Proof~ Supp.ose .u(q, p) is h;o1n·og:ene:ou.s . o:£. . d.·e:gree - ·rrt_ .>· 0., 
. ~ 
then u satisfies .the followin,g eq:uatiq:n 
(I)·. 
n 
I Dki ukn+j pj = 0 . 
. j' k=l 
. . 
------- ---- -- ~ -------- ----,-- ·- --··---------- -~ ···-: 
Nciw ___ suppose that there exists d.em·and fun-ct·.:io.ns··w'hich a.::re-
·hotnogeneous of degr.ee r f O.o th.en' fol.lowing. ·al:on-g t·he 
.~ . 
': :11.:nes .of theor-.em. (2o 1), we ob::ta,i·n via- Eu-ler 9 s. the.;.c:,rerii · on 







J._ ·==-_1·-_ . . . 
D . ·p··. _c:::, 





ukn+j P j == t::E1 {J?;• Y) · 
,· 
,, 
~ ~- •'. 
Now since u(q, p) can v t satisfy both (1) and (2) simultaneously, 
-w·e have 
. . 
r = 0 
. ' 0 Hence the demand functions for u are 
" 
horn.o:geneous of degree :1 -zeroo 
Case 1: .If r - o, then it mtfst ::1!:>-e . that ht > o. If > o, 
~ 
m . . .... . .. ' -11.: ,• ' . ' . 
then we must have r ~ 00 -
Case 2~ If r f O, then our utility furi.:¢t'i.on w·ill not in 
general be homogeneouso 
' . 
Case ·3: If, ,._m = O, then we, V:io:_la:·te a._s·sumption (Ao3)·. 
/ 
,.r-:-




"[ 2 •. J 
.. ',,, .- .- ~-- . . ·. 
__ .[·_4· · .. , J . ~ . . . 
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